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Abstract 
Lipid dispersions with planar regions enriched in long chain lipids and highly curved 
regions enriched in short chain lipids can exhibit complex phase behaviour. Such 
"bicellar" mixtures provide insight into how the morphology of self-assembled soft 
structures are determined by component heterogeneity. Bicellar dispersion proper-
t ies can be affected both by surface charge and the application of pressure. Vari-
able pressure deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance e H NMR) studies were car-
ried out on bicellar lipid mixtures comprising t he short chain lipid 1,2-dihexanoyl- sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC), the long chain lipid 1 ,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DMPC) and the anionic lipid 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
(1 '-rae-glycerol) (sodium salt) (DMPG). Samples of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1), 
DMPC/DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3: 1:1) and , for comparison , DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) were 
prepared and hydrated in HEPES buffer at lipid weight fractions of 10%. DMP C-
ds4 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) sample was also prepared with the same sample prepara-
tion protocol but the sonication and freeze-thaw omitted . Spectra and quadrupole 
echo decays were obtained, between 4 oc and 65 oc, for both warming and cooling a t 
ambient pressure, 41.4 Mpa, and 82.7 Mpa. At ambient pressure, all mixtures form 
isotropically reorienting small particles at low temperature. On warming past the 
DlVIPC gel-to-liquid crystal tra nsition tempera ture, the particles coalesce into larger 
structures that can be magnetically oriented. At higher temperatures, the disper-
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sions form more randomly oriented lamellar phases. On cooling at ambient pres-
sure, the lamellar phase persists to lower temperature where it transforms directly 
to the isotropic phase. Application of pressure raises the transition temperatures 
for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) but does not significantly change the phases observed. 
For DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1), pressure can stabilize the isotropically reori-
enting phase to higher temperature on warming. On cooling under pressure, DMPC-
ds4 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) can reorganize into a highly ordered gel phase with spectra 
similar to those of the high pressure interdigitated gel phases of some phospholipids. 
The same phase behavior was observed for non-sonicated DMPC-d54 / DlVIPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) and for DMPC/ DMPG-d54/ DHPC (3:1:1). Once nucleated, the highly or-
dered gel phase appears to be stable even at ambient pressure. These observations 
demonstrate the sensitivity of dispersion morphology to details of mixed-lipid sample's 
thermal and pressure history. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Lipid bilaycrs are the main structural element of cell membranes. There are 106 lipid 
molecules in a 1 I-Lm2 area of lipid bilayer in the plasma membrane of an animal's 
cells [1]. Lipids are amphiphilic mol cules. In amphiphilic structures, one end asso-
ciates with water and is called hydrophilic whereas the other end avoids water and is 
called hydrophobic. One of the most abundant types of lipid in a cell is phospholipid 
which has a glycerol backbone, acyl chains, a phosphate group, and a simple organic 
group such a· choline in the headgroup . The hydrophilic part of a pho ·pholipid is the 
headgroup which can be zwitteronic or charged depending on the chemical structure 
of the headgroup. The hydrophobic end consists of the hydrocarbon chains which can 
have different lengths depending on the type of phospholipid. Such molecules form 
bilayers in cells and when dispersed in water. Phospholipids are important parts of 
biological systems and a deeper understanding of them provides insights into biologi-
cal processes involving cell membranes or lipid assemblies. 
Lipids play siguificaut roles iu a variet:v of cell fuuctious iucludiug cell divisiou or 
fusion , transport, energy storage, hormone biosynthesis, provision of a structured en-
1 
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vironment for enzymes and so on [1, 6, 7, 8]. The ability of some bilayer dispersions, 
namely bicellar mixtures, to align in magnetic fields also makes them excellent plat-
forms for MR studies of membrane-associated proteins [1, 2, 4, 8]. 
The studies of bilayered micelle properties and phase behavior described in this thesis 
provide information not only about specific model systems but also give some insight 
into the conditions under which lipid assemblies can reorganize. Accordingly, the 
results reported here may be more broadly relevant to biological processes involving 
bilayer or membrane structure. They are also relevant to the understanding of this 
particular class of self-assembled soft material. 
1.1 Bilayers structures 
1.1.1 Dispersions in water 
Although dry phospholipids are crystalline, they form bilayer vesicles or micelles spon-
taneously upon hydration due to their amphiphilic nature [9]. The dominant force 
in self-assembly is hydrophobic. The mode of assembly upon hydration can vary 
with degree of hydration and composition of the dispersion. Hydrated dispersions 
of lipids with longer lipid chains (more than 10 carbons on each chain), such as 
1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-3-phosphocholine (DMP C), form bilayers or lamellae. Lipids with 
shorter lipid cha ins (6 carbons per chain or shorter), such as 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (DHPC) , form micelles for a wide range of temperature [10, 11 , 12]. 
f\!Jolecules in bilayers are arranged in a way that hydrocarbon chains are roughly par-
allel to each other. The hydrophilic part of the bilayer is formed by a monolayer of 
polar head group(s). Two monolayers, each arranged as described, face toward each 
3 
other to form a bilayer. OLher morphologiet:>, such as micelles aml hexagonal phase 
can be formed by varying tempera ture, pressure, hydration and composition . 
1.1.2 Synthetic lipid assemblies 
Cell membranes are made of bilayered lipids. Studying synthetic lipid assemblies 
adds to our understanding about their response to physical parameters as well as 
their structural characteristics and roles in biological processes. These lipid assem-
blies can be used as models for biological membranes [1] . 
Due to t he ability of lipids to form different assemblies, some structures they form 
cau be used for specific purposes. For example, vesicles cau be formed spoutaueously 
after dispersion in a water based solution. This structure is a lipid bilayer rolled into 
a spherical shell with water enclosed in the vesicle. T hese vesicles can be used for the 
purpose of encapsulation by substit uting the enclosed water based solution by any 
desirable solut ion. For example vesicles made of synthetic lipids can be used as drug 
delivery agents [48, 49]. 
Lipid mixtures containing two or t hree different phospholipid components can be used 
to study the interactions among the components. One important class of lipid mix-
tures is one in which one or more long chain lipid component(s) is mixed with one shor t 
chain component. Such mixtures are commonly called "bicellar mixtures" [9, 18, 24]. 
The mismatch between components ' chain lengths results in very interesting mor-
phologies and phase behaviors. In such mixtures, at low temperatures, lipids wi th 
longer chains (more t han 10 carbons) can locate on planar parts of the lipid assem-
bly while lipids with shorter chains locate preferentially in highly curved areas or 
4 
edges. [18, 21 , 22, 23, 24]. The low temperature, bilayered micelle structures are rel-
atively small , planar particles between 10 nm to 100 nm in diameter. 
1.1.3 P hases 
T he morphologies of lipid phases reflect t.h balance betweeu intcractious iu the head-
group and chain regions. Lipid assemblies are thermotropic m aning that the phase 
depends on temperature. For longer chain lipids("'10 or more carbons per acyl chains) 
bilayers are found to be in the lamellar gel phase at lower temperature and in the 
lamellar liquid crystalline phase at higher temperature [20]. 
In the lamellar gel phase, hydrocarbon chains are lllostly ordered iu all-t.ra.us config-
urations. This phase exists mainly at low temperatures or high pressure. As lipid 
bilayers enter this phase on cooling, the area per lipid decreases as a result of the 
increase in chain order. Full extension of chains in this phase re ·ults in an increased 
bilayer thickness [ 61]. Some specifi.c gel phase structures are descri Led below. Figure 
1.1 shows a g neral schematic representation of ordered lipids in the gel phase. 
1T1T1T1T1T1T1T1T1T 
J.Lll J.LlU.l J.l J.l J.Lll 
Figure 1.1: Gel Phase 
The ripple gel phase happens at low temperature. It results from a mismatch between 
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acyl chain and head group a rea. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic representation of the 
ripple gel phase. 
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the rippled gel phase. 
The tilted lamellar gel phase is also known as Lw. It occurs for lipids with relatively 
larger head groups such as PCs [61]. T he t ilt angle is measured to be ,...,_, 32 o for a 
wide range of temperature [61 , 62]. In this sub-phase, lipids are tilted with respect 
to the membrane normal [7, 59] . A schematic representation of the tilted gel phase is 
shown as Figure 1.3. 
Figure 1.3: Schematic representa tion of the tilted gel phase. 
T he lamella r liquid crystalline phase is characterized by fast, axially symmetric reori-
entation of acyl chain segments and is typica l of bilayer dispersions at high tempera-
ture and ambient pressure. In this arrangement , chains are disordered by trans-gauche 
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isomerisation around carbon-carbon bonds. In this phase, lipid molecules diffuse lat-
erally through the bilayer. Such fluidity is characteristic of membranes under biolog-
ically relevant conditions [7, 59]. The liquid crystalline phase is denoted as Ln. The 
schematic representation of liquid crystal phase is shown as Figure 1.4. 
Figure 1.4: Schematic repr sentation of the liquid crystalline phase. 
1.2 Bicellar mixt ures 
In this thesis, the term "bicellar mixture' refers to a mixture of phospholipids com-
posed of 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) as the long chain lipid 
and 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC) as the short chain lipid . Bi-
cellar mixtures doped with lipids having anionic head groups will I e referred to 
'anionic bicellar' or 'doped bicellar'. The anionic lipid u eel in this work is 1,2-
dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1'-rac-glycerol) (sodium salt) or DMPC. Figure 1.5 
shows the chemical structures of DMPC, DHPC and DMPC. DMPC and DMPC each 
have 14 carbons in their acyl chain. Th se are used as long chain lipids in this work. 
For bicellar mixtures in this work DHPC, with 6 carbons in the acyl chain, has been 
7 
Figure 1.5: Schematic structures for (a) DMPC, (b) DHPC, and (c) DMPG. 
used as the short chain lipid. 
The interesting morphologies and phase behaviors in bicellar materials result from 
competition between the entropic cost of separating long chain and short chain lipids 
and the enthalpic cost of accommodating substantial chain length mismatch [77]. 
One important determinant of bicellar mixture morphology and phase behavior is the 
specific set of components contained in the lipid mixture. Bicelle part icle size and 
morphology depend on t he molar ratio of long and short chain lipids, Q = ~~~~;gj . 
Several different experimental methods such as :\MR spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy, 
neutron scattering, light scattering, x-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and fluo-
rescence based techniques, have been employed to study either lipid bilayers or bicellar 
mixtures [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 56, 57, 59] . 2H NMR gives us very useful infor-
mation about molecular orientation in bicellar assemblies due to bicellar mixtures' 
8 
be magnetically oriented. 
Previous NMR studies of DMPC-d54 / DHPC bicellar dispersions, where DMPC-ds4 
denotes chain-perdeuterated DMPC, have shown the formation of bilayered disks with 
fast isotropic reorientation at lower temperatures, axially-symmetric reorientation 
about an axis oriented perpendicular to the applied magnetic field over a small range 
of intermediate temperatures and axially symmetric reorientation about spherically-
distributed bilayer normal orientations at high temperature [18, 21 , 23]. 
Small angle neutron scattering, SA"\"S, has confirmed these observations [38]. Stud-
ies employing SANS showed that t he morphological phases of a mixture of long-
chain phospholipid/short-chain phospholipid (i.e. DMPC/ DHPC) encountered on 
warming from low to high temperature are an isotropic phase, consisting of bicellar 
disks experiencing rapid thermal reorientation, a magnetically alignable chiral ne-
matic phase consisting of entangled worm-like micelles, and a multilamellar bilayer 
vesicle (MLV) phase [35, 37]. The progression of isotropic, nematic and lamellm 
structures for mixtures of long-chain lipids and short-chain lipids is now widely ac-
cepted [18, 23 , 24, 35, 37, 38, 43 , 44, 45]. However, some studies have suggested that 
bicellar materials pass through phases with different morphologies under some specific 
circumstances [15, 16, 17] . 
Bicellar mixtures containing three lipid components can also be studied. One of 
the most interesting candidates for a third bicellar lipid component is a lipid with a 
charged headgroup but with the same chain length as t he longer chain zwitteronic 
lipid component. For instance, bicellar mixtures with 25% of DMPG or DMPS which 
have negative and positive headgroups respectively, are used to study myristoylated 
9 
peptides [39, 40]. Anionic lipids (e.g. DMPG) are of interest as a component of bicel-
lar mixtures for use as surfactant lipid models in NMR studies of hydrophobic lung 
surfactants proteins [41]. Such mixtures can also be used to study t he interaction 
among headgroups in the kinds of structures formed by bicellar mixtures. In terms 
of anionic bicellar mixtures, another parameter must be defined in addition to Q to 
denote the molar ratio of the third lipid component. This parameter is the molar 
ra tio of charged to zwitteronic long-chain component (i.e. \g~:gj ) and it is called R. 
1.2.1 Phases and arrangements 
As noted above, small angle neutron scattering studies have provided important in-
sights into the propert ies of bicellar phases observed at differeut temperatures [35, 46, 
80]. In particular, various bicellar dispersion phases have been ident ified with specific 
lyotropic liquid crystal symmetries. 
For Q > 2, bicellar mixtures experience t hree distinct ranges of behavior as follows . 
For temperatures below the gel-to-liquid crystal temperature of DMPC, long-chain 
and short-chain components are strongly separa ted to form small bilayerecl disk mi-
celles with fast isotropic reorientation. In other words, a t a part icular instant in time, 
bilayered disks are uniformly oriented in every direction [26, 27]. Figure 1.6 shows a 
schematic representation of a bicellar mixture in the isotropic phase. The blue regions 
(lighter color in black and white copies) represent short chain lipids while reel areas 
(darker in black and white copies) represent long chain lipids. 
In the bicelle disk phase mentioned above, the chains of long-chain lipids (e.g. DMPC) 
are ordered or extended. The parameter Q determines the ratio between planar area 
10 
Figure 1.6: Isotropically oriented bicellar disks. This figure is modified and reprinted 
with the permission of its creator , Dr. Michael Morrow. 
and disk perimeter. Area per lipid in planar regions is constrained by the perimeter. 
These disks have no long range positional or orientational order which , in additional 
to their size, results in low viscosity and transparency [78] . 
When temperature increases through the main gel to liquid transit ion temperature 
(T,n), area per lipid for the long chain component exceeds the disk perimeter con-
straint imposed by Q [77]. As a result , larger assemblies form with long-chain and 
short-chain components still largely separated [36] . In this phase, lipid segments are 
worm-like micelles or bilayer sheets. These structures are magnetically alignable. 
The schematic representation of a bilayer sheet is shown in Figure 1.7. The result ing 
aggregates form a nematic phase [80]. This phase exhibits long range orientational 
order. One characteristic of this aggregation is higher viscosity than the isotropic 
phase which is t he result of entanglement of the elongated bilayers micelles which still 
maintain some fluidity [37]. In addi t ion to temperature, composit ion also affects the 
11 
Figure 1.7: Bilayer sheets that may be aligned parallel or perpendicular to B0 . This 
figure is reprinted with the permission of it creator. ).Ioharnmad Hassan Khatami. 
properties of lipid assemblies. Studies have shown that magnetic orientation occurs 
when 2< Q< 6 [1 . 23. 25]. 
At temp ratures higher than the magnetic orientation phase temperature range, 
DHPC molecules tart to interact with the other components more strongly [63]. This 
can cause instability of the edges. In other words. the short-chain lipids (e.g. DHPC) 
may migrate into the planar bilayer regions. This instabili ty can cause the bilayered 
sheets to fold into spherical bilayered. !tells of perforated lamellae [19. 35. 37. 81]. The 
rims of pores in this arrangement arc formed by shor chain lipid ·. Thi arrangement 
can contain a. single bilayered sphere or multiple spheres. The first arrangement is 
called unilamellar vesicle and the latter one is called multilamellar vesicles. An r-.1ILV 
is larger in size compared to ULV. In either case. the thickness of bilayer is smaller 
than the ize of either ).,ILV or ULV. Viscosity drops slightly in thi pha e [37]. Figure 
1. shovv, a schematic representation of a mu ltilamellar vesicle. 
,----------------------------------------------~--- ------ -------
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Figure 1.8: A schema tic representation of a multilamellar vesicle. This figure is 
reprinted here with the permission from its creator Dr. Michael "t\ilorrow. 
1.3 Hydrostatic pressure 
Amphiphilic structures are known to be very sensitive to pressure. Studying the 
response of lipid and surfactant systems to pressure can yield new information on 
their structure, energetics and phase behavior and on the tran ition kinetics between 
mesophases. Pressure increases the order of membranes, thus simulating the effect s 
of cooling [45]. Hydrostatic pressure is known to be a parameter that can affect the 
structure, energetics, phase behavior a nd dynamics of biomolecules [45] . St udying 
bilayers at high pressure can contribute to better understanding of the role of bilayer 
composition in deep-sea marine organisms living at high-pressure (up to 0.1 Gpa) 
habitats [4 7] . Hydrostatic pressure influences physiology of cells in every level. How-
ever , the biological membrane is the most pressure sensitive cellular component [45] . 
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The effects of pressure on bicellar structures have been previously studied extensively. 
A tentative pressure-temperature phase diagram for the DMPC/ DHPC system has 
been found employing X-ray scattering [45]. This shows that applying pressure raises 
the isotropic-nematic and nematic-lamellar transition temperatures. In addition to 
this , it has been observed by SANS studies [45 , 31] and deuterium NMR studies [17] 
that applying pressure can lead to a highly ordered phase for bilayer membranes with 
more than 16 carbons in their acyl chains. This phase is referred to as the interdig-
itated gel phase in this thesis and it is shown schematically in Figure 1.9. In other 
words, hydrostatic pressure contributes to the formation of arrangements which are 
not accessible at ambient pressure( e.g. interdigitated gel phase). 
Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of an interdigitated gel phase. In this Figure, it 
is assumed that the mixture contains one species of lipid. 
2H NMR studies at high pressure have been employed to examine both phase be-
haviour [17, 56] and head group orientation [55] of bilayers. An interdigitated gel 
phase has been reported for bilayers under a variety of experimental conditions [13, 
14, 15, 16, 17] . Based on the literature review done in this work, interdigitated gel 
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phase has only been observed after being exposed to high pressure [17, 51, 52, 56, 59] 
or the presence of small molecules that perturb the order of headgroups [13, 16]. If 
bilayers in t he liquid crystalline phase are cooled under pressure, chain orientational 
order increases until the transition to a more-ordered phase [50, 17]. Chain orienta-
tional order is described in detail in the second chapter. 
The sensitivity of phospholipid chain ordering to pressure in mixtures containing a 
single phospholipid species depends on the proximity of the temperature to T m. for 
that phospholipid [54] . For mixtures composed of two non-identical phospholipids, 
however, both species show sensitivity to ordering caused by pressure. This sensi tivity 
falls between the values of either species individually [50]. 
At fixed temperature, increasing pressure increases mean lipid chain orieutatioual or-
der [17, 50, 54, 56, 57]. Thus, hydrostatic pressure increases the temperature for the 
main transition from gel to liquid crystalline, isotropic-nematic and nematic-lamellar 
if present [63, 17, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59] . 2H NMR studies have reported the pressure sen-
sitivity of the main transition temperature for DMPC mixtures as 0.19 oC/ MPa [54] . 
In audition to the influence of hydrostatic pressure on lipid. chains and their orienta-
tional order, studies have shown different responses to pressure for bilayers composed 
of lipids with different head.groups. Comparison between DPPC and. DPPG bilayers 
have shown that DPPG tend to undergo a transition to an interdigitated gel phase 
at a lower pressure than DPPC bilayers. T he lowest pressure at which DPPG bilay-
ers undergo a transition to an interdigitated gel phase is approximately 60 MPa. For 
DPPC bilayers, this pressure is approxima tely 150 MPa [17] . The lower interdigitation 
pressure for DPPG might be due to electrostatic interactions between the negatively 
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charged DPPG headgroups. The same study reported that, above the lowest pressure 
at which interdigitation is observed for each lipid , both DPPC-d62 and DPPG-d62 dis-
play an interdigitated gel phase at high temperature, a non-interdigitated gel phase 
at intermediate temperature and a chain-immobilized ordered phase at low tempera-
ture [17]. 
DSC and variable pressure NMR have also been used to study bicellar mixtures 
(DMPC / DHPC) [35, 64, 63]. It has been reported that the isotropic-nematic t ran-
sition rises by"' 0.19 °C/ MPa for DMPC/ DHPC (4.4:1) and by"' 0.15°C/ MPa for 
DMPC/ DHPC (3:1) . The pressure sensitivity of nematic-lamellar transition has also 
been reported to be "" 0.18 oC/MPa for DMPC/ DHPC (4.4:1) and "' 0.14 oC/ MPa 
for DMPC/ DHPC (3:1) [63] . This study reported that DMPC/ DHPC (4:1) mixtures 
do not undergo a transition into an interdigitated gel phase at pressures up to 135 
MPa while being warmed. 
1.4 This work 
Bicellar mixtures, containing one long chain lipid and one short chain lipid, have 
shown very interesting morphology and phase behavior and have been studied exten-
sively [21 , 22 , 24, 25, 39]. The effects of hydrostatic pressure on bicellar properties 
have only recently been examined [63]. Studies of DMP C/ DHPC with molar ratios 
between 2 to 4 and either perdeuterated DMPC or DHPC have shown no sign of 
interdigitation [63] at different pressures up to 135 "\IIPa. 
This work is part ially motivated by previous observations of how bilayers with different 
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headgroups respond to hydrostatic pressure. Previous observation of gel interdigita-
tion at lower pressure for anionic lipids than for zwitteronic lipids provides some clues 
about the en itivity of bilayer structure to the balance between headgroup and chain 
interactions. It has been observed that lipid mixtures with a PG headgroup tend 
to transform to an interdigita ted gel pha ·e at a. pressures higher than 60 1IPa while 
lipids with a PC headgroup undergo the transition into an interdigitated phase at 150 
MPa. a.ud higher. [17]. The effect of auiouic lipids ou the response of bicellar mixtures 
to pressure has not been studied. 
Adding anionic lipid components to a bicellar mixture is of interest due to the mor-
phology of bicella.r structures. Studies have shown that adding 25% of Dl'viPG to 
DMPC/DHPC (Q= 3, R= 0.33) modifies the behavior of t he bicellar mixture and bi-
layer dynamics in the high temperature phase. The DMPC/DMPG / DHPC (3: 1:1) 
mixture, however, displays the same progression of phases a.c; DMPC/ DHPC (Q=4) [77]. 
On the other hand , SANS studies using oscillating shear to indue magnetic alignment 
have been interpreted as showing that DMPC/DMPG/DHPC with R= 0.02 and R= 1 
transforms directly from isotropically reorienting disks to a sm ctic lamellar phase 
whereas DMPC/ DHPC mixtures pass through the intermediate nematic ribbon-like 
phase [42]. The apparent discrepancy between the behaviours inferred from the NMR 
and SANS observations has not been resolved. 
The work reported in this thesis is motiva ted by the question of how the presence of 
charged lipid. affects the response of bilayere<.l micelle structures Lo hydrostatic pres-
sure. Specific objectives are : 
1. To examine how the presence of DMPG in DMPC/ DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) disper-
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sions afiecLs the depeudeuce of observed transition temperatures on hydrostatic 
pressm e; 
2. To determine whether the presence of DMPG in the bilayered micelle dispersion 
results in the observation of pressure stabilized phases that are not observed at 
ambient pressure ; 
and 
3. To determine whether the presence of DMPG in the bilayered micelle dispersion 
affects Lhe morphology of phases observed at high pressure. 
For these purpo es, several bicellar mixtures were prepared with the following compo-
sitions: DMPC-d 54 j DHPC with molar ratio Q::::: 4; DMPC-d54 j DMPG j DHPC, with 
Q::::: 4 and R::::: 0.33; and DMPCj DMPG-d54 j DHPC (3: 1:1) (the same molar ratio 
but different perdeuterated carbon chains). The ratio of long chain to short chain 
lipids was kept constant at t he value used for previous D fPC/ DHPC studies [63]. 
Samples containing either perdeuterated D tfPC or DMPG were prepared to study 
the response, participation and morphology of either D fPC or Dl'v1PC under various 
experimental circumstances in cliff .rent assemblies. Variable pressure 2H NMR has 
been employed to study either perdeuterated DMPC or DMPG in each doped bicellar 
mixtures. An anionic bicellar mixture was also prepared using an alternative sample 
preparation protocol in order to determine how sensitive observed behavior was to 
sample preparation methods. 
T his thesis is organized in the following way. The objective of the present work, a 
brief review of earlier works and a broader image of lipid assemblies and phases a re 
presented in chapter 1. Chapter 2 gives a brief background about 2H MR theory 
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relevant to this work including some necessary technical information about magnets 
being used. Experimental techniques and methods used are described in chapter 
3. Results and discussions are presented in chapter 4. The last chapter includes a 
summary of this work and conclusions. 
Chapter 2 
NMR background 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a common method of studying phospholipid 
dispersions containing a single species, or a binary or bicellar mixture. One reason 
that N~R is popular among different methods of studying bicellar mixtures is that 
bilayers in bicellar mixtures can be magnetically orientable over a particular range of 
temperature. This characteristic makes magnetic-based methods ideal for these types 
of studies. 
Nuclei with angular momentum and magnetic moments precess with a specific fre-
quency in the presence of a magnetic field. If a current flows to a coil perpendicular 
to the magnetic field with the same frequency as the nuclear precession , it can tip 
the magnetic mmneuts away from the applied field. If the duration of this radio fre-
quency (RF) pulse is chosen in such a way as to leave the moments precessing in a 
plane perpendicular to magnetic field , the precessing magneti~ation cau be detected 
via an oscillating voltage induced in the coil. Information about the motions and en-
viromnent of molecules containing the nuclei can be obtained from interactions that 
perturb the precession frequency [66]. This is a very simplified way to describe how 
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NNIR works. 
NMR can be used for any isotopes that contain an odd number of protons and/ or 
neutrons. These isotopes have a natural magnetic moment and angular momentum. 
In other words, a nonzero spin is required for the purpose of l\IR. Among the most 
commonly used nuclei are 1H, 13C and 15N. 1H is common due to its high natural 
abundance and can provide information about organic molecules and the hydrocar-
bon chains. This high natural abundance can cause issues. For example, the proton 
NMR spectrum of a large organic molecule can be very complex and consist of many 
resonanc s. 13C is not highly abundant but is a very useful isotope for studies of or-
ganic structures [66]. NMR methods have been developed for isotopes of many other 
elements ,e.g. 2H, 6L, JOB, uB,I4 , 170, 19F , 23Na, 29Si, 3lp, 35Cl, 113Cd , 129Xe , aud 
195Pt. The advantages and disadvantages in using each isotope will not be discussed 
further in thi thesis in any detail. The focus, in this thesis, is on 2H NMR. 
2H NMR has been widely employed to study partially ordered systems containing 
deuterated organic molecules especia lly lipid membranes. The deut rium nucleus has 
spin= l (one proton and one neutron) and its natural abundance i!:> 0 .016%. In order 
to take full advantage of 2H NMR, ·ynthetically deuterated molecules are required. 
Based on the type of required information, the chain or headgroup can be deuterated. 
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2.1 Theory of solid-state 2H NMR 
2.1.1 Theory of deuterium NMR in the absence of molecular 
motion 
The Hamiltonian of a 2H nucleus in presence a magnetic field, H0 , has four terms and 
it is given by 
H = H z + H q + Hcs + H o (2.1) 
where H z stands for the Zeeman effect, Hq for the quadrupole energy, H cs for the 
anisotropic chemical shift due to shielding by electron density around t he 2H nucleus 
and H o is the dipolar coupling resulting from the interaction between two magnetic 
dipoles. The approximate magnitudes of the perturbations caused by each interaction 
to the deuteron precession frequency can differ significantly. It is known that chemical 
shift for deuterium is less than 1 kHz for typical magnetic fields and that t he dipolar 
interaction perturbation is approximately 4 kHz in the case of two deuterons. T hese 
magnitudes can be neglected in comparison to quadrupolar coupling splitting which 
is"' 250kHz for deuterium in a static C-D bond . Thus, the total Hamiltonian of this 
system can be written as 
H = H z + H q. (2.2) 
The Zeeman effect is the splitting of energy levels corresponding to different azimuthal 
quantum numbers and it is caused by external magnetic field. For deuterium. there 
are three azimut hal quantum numbers, m=-1,0,1. Deuterium with I= l has a non-
spherical charge distribut ion and consequently an electric quadrupole moment. This 
non-spherical nuclear charge distribution causes an electrostatic interaction between 
the nuclear quadrupolar moment and the electric field gradient (EFG) , clue to the 
carbon-deuterium bond, at the position of nucleus. As shown in Figure 2.1 , the de-
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generacy between the transitions is removed resulting in two allowed transitions. 
, !':" ; -1 
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Figure 2.1: Perturbation of the Zeeman energy levels by the quadrupole interaction. 
The resulting 2H NMR spectra are shown with and without quadrupole interactions, 
respectively, at right and left 
The Hamiltonian associated with the Zeeman interaction between the magnetic mo-
ment and the static magnetic field can be expressed as [65] 
(2.3) 
where f is the spin angular moment, 1 is the gyromagnetic ratio and V 0 = --yH0 is 
the Larmor frequency [66] . The corresponding eigenvalue for this Hamiltonian can be 
written as 
(2.4) 
On the other hand, the quadrupole Hamiltonian can be writ ten as [65, 70] 
where e and ¢ indicate the orientation of the EFG tensor with respect to the external 
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magnetic field (H0 ), and ry is t he asymmetry parameter which reflects departures of 
the electric field gradient from axial symmetry. In the case of C-D bonds, The EFG 
tensor is known to be approximately symmetric (TJ ::; 0.05) which causes the last term 
to vanish. Thus, Eq. 2.3 becomes 
(2.6) 
Therefore, t he total Hamil tonian for deuterium nucleus is expressed as 
(2.7) 
And the total energy for a deuteron with spin= 1 is correspondingly 
(2.8) 
where different energy levels due to different values of m are 
. e2qQ 2 
E+l = -"(hHa + -
8
- (3cos () - 1), (2.9) 
(2.10) 
and 
e2qQ 2 E _l = "(hH0 + - 8- (3cos () - 1) . (2.11) 
Selection rules 1 result in the resonance energies 
- 3e2qQ 2 
hvQ = E _l- Eo = "(hH0 + - 8- (3cos () - 1) (2.12) 
16 m = ± 1 
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and 
(2.13) 
The quadrupole splitt ing, 6vQ = v(J - v6 can be written in terms of constants and 
fJ as 
or 
(2.14) 
where e2~Q, also known as the static deuteron quadrupole coupling constant, is mea-
sured to be,....., 167kHz for a single deuterium nucleus in a C-D bond [65, 68] . 
2.1.2 2H NMR spectrum associated with molecular motion 
In this section, the effects of molecular motions such as reorientation about the bi-
layer normal and chain confonnatioual fl.uctuatious, will be takeu iuto accouut. T he 
2H NMR spectrum of a deuteron on a lipid chain is affected by fast motions of the 
C-D bond about the bilayer normal. This can include rotations, fluctuation and trans-
gauche isomerization. The instantaneous orientation of the bond can be characterized 
by the angle, fJ, between C-D bond and bilayer normal. The observed spectrum also 
depends on the angle between bilayer normal and the applied magnetic field, ,6, which 
changes only slowly. These two angles are shown in Figure 2.2. After two different 
t ransformations and choosing Euler angles appropriately [66, 69, 70] , the mean value 
of Hamiltonian over time can be expressed as 
(2. 15) 
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where the angular brackets indicate a time average over chain motions in the time 
scale of the experiment and Bn is the angle between the bilayer normal and the n117 
C-D bond in the bilayer chain. For axially symmetric chain reorientation, 77 is very 
close to zero and the term with rJ can be neglected. 
If the chain reorientation is axially symmetric with respect to the bilayer normal, the 
quadrupole splitt ing is then given by the following equation 
or 
3e2qQ 2 (uQ) = 6 1/Q = --(3 cos fJ- 1)Sco 
4h 
where Sc o is t he orientational order parameter and is defined as 
1 2 Sco = -(3cos B- 1). 2 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the orientation of the magnetic field direction 
H0 , bilayer normal, N and the C-D bond orientation relative to the magnetic field 
direction, H0 . 
The average in Eq. 2. 18 is over chain motions that modulate the quadrupole Hamil-
tonian on the time scale (""' 10- 5s) of the 2H NMR experiment. 
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The average in t he orientational order parameter reflects the motions of t he CD bond, 
with respect to the bilayer normal, in the hydrocarbon chains of the lipid molecules. 
If all of the C-D bonds on a lipid acyl chain are deuterated, the result ing spectrum 
is superposit ion of different doublets with splittings corresponding to different values 
of SeD· As shown in Figure 2.3 each doublet split t ing indicates a specific C-D bond . 
The number of resolvable doublets depends on the resolution of a given spect rum and 
on the transverse relaxation t ime for that doublet. 
2--------8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 J.4 13 12 11 lO 9 8- -------2 
Figure 2.3: Deuterium NMR spectrum of predeuterated DMPC-d54 in DMPC-
d54/DMPG/ DHPC(3: 1: 1) at 34°C in the oriented phase. 
The smallest quadrupole splitting comes from methyl (CD3 ) groups at the end of each 
chain. The motions of methyl groups are the least constrained . Therefore, they result 
in the smallest quadrupole splitt ing. The greatest quadrupole splitting corresponds to 
the methylene (CD2 ) groups near the headgroup. Motions are t he most constrained 
for these methylene groups. Quadrupole split ting decreases from the C-D bonds near 
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the headgroup to the methyl groups located furthest from the headgroup. 
2.2 Spectra for bicellar dispersion phases 
2.2.1 Isotropic reorientation 
At temperatures lower than the main transition temperature (T m) of the longer chain 
lipid component in the bicellar mixture, bilayered disk micelles reorient isotropically 
when viewed over the 2H NMR timescale. This averages the quadrupole interactions 
for all chain deuterons to zero. For this reason, the spectrum for a typical bicellar 
mixture dispersion in this range of temperature has a high intensity at v0 and approx-
imately zero intensity everywhere else. An example of the spectrum corresponding to 
isotropically reorienting bicelle disks is shown in Figure 2.4. 
·60 ·40 ·20 0 20 40 60 
ftlf><jUtl'llCy (kHz) 
Figure 2.4: Lipids with isotropically reorientation for DMPC-
d54 / DMPG/ DHPC(3:1:1) a t 18 °C. 
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Figure 2.5: 2H NMR spectra for bilayers with normal directions oriented (a) perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field and (b) parallel to the magnetic field. 
2.2.2 Oriented bilayers 
Bilayered micelles at intermediate temperature can orient in a magnetic field. Thus, 
there is one single value for /3 which results in a superposition of sharp doublets, ra ther 
than Pake doublets (or powder patterns) , corresponding to the deuterons contributing 
to the deuterium NMR spectrum. The corresponding spectrum, obtained when bilayer 
normal is perpendicular to the magnetic field , is shown in Figure 2.5.a whereas t he 
one for bilayer normal alignment parallel to the applied magnetic field is shown in 
Figure 2.5.b. Such a difference in the angle between bilayer normal aud magnetic field 
changes /3 by 90 o whereas the range over which On varies for each CD bond remains 
the same. The splitting of the doublet for the perpendicular orientation is scaled 
by a factor of - ~ while this factor is 1 for the parallel alignment. An example of a 
deuterium NMR spectrum for DNIPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC(3:1:1) in oriented phase is 
shown in Figure 2.6. 
2.2.3 High temperature bicellar dispersion phase 
In the high temperature bicellar phase, the observed spectra resemble those for multil-
amellar vesicles with bilayer normals directed in every direction with equal probability. 
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Figure 2.6: 2H NMR spectrum of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC(3: 1:1) in the oriented 
phase a t 34 oc with (3 = 90 o. 
(3 can take all values in the range of 0 and 180 o . The weighting of contributions from 
different orientations is proportional to t he fraction of a spherical surface correspond.-
ing to that orientation. Thus, the intensity of each contribution to a spectrum is a 
function of the value of (3 corresponding to that contribution . A schematic represen-
tation of such a spectrum is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: A) Separation of the deuterium powder spectrum (solid and dashed lines) 
corresponding to the two deuteron transitions.B) Schematic spectrum of lipids in 
lamellar vesicle phase. 
T his spectrum is a superposition of quadrupole doublets with different values cor-
responding to different values of (3 with different weights. This shape is called a 
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Pake-doublet. It is symmetric about the Lannor frequency. The highest doublet 
intensity indicates the regions of the spherical vesicle whose bilayer normals are per-
pendicular to the magnetic field. The lowest intensity represents the region of the 
spherical vesicle with the bilayer normals parallel to the applied magnetic field. The 
doublet splitting for regions with f3 = 90 ° is half of that for t he regions with fJ = 0 ° 
as shown in Eq.2.15. 
The weights for these two regions are also not equal. The abundance of lipids with 
(3 = 90 o is maximum in spherical vesicles. The number of lipids with f3 = 0 o (con-
tributing to intensity in spectral region is shown by the arrows in figure 2.8) is min-
itmuu. Iu this thesis, the quadrupole split tiug is defined as the doublet splittiug 
corresponding to regions with f3 = 90 o . Figure 2.8. shows an actual spectrum for 
DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) at 40 °C which corresponds to the lamellar vesicle 
phase. This spectrum is a superposition of doublets which are corresponding to dif-
ferent values of /3 . 
40 60 
Frequency( kHz) 
Figure 2.8: A 2H NMR spectrum collected from D 1PC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
at 40 °C which corresponds to the MLV phase for this sample. The red arrows show 
t he spectral segments which represent lipids with f3 = 0 o. 
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2.2 .4 Interdigitated gel phase 
At high pressure, some samples displayed spectral characteristics of lipid chains in a 
highly ordered phase [17]. This was interpreted as an interdigitated gel phase based 
on comparison with previously observed spectra of DPPC-d62 and DPPG-d62 in the 
interdigitated gel phase [17]. In this phase the C-D bonds are more constrained. A 
spectrum for lipids in this phase is shown in Figure 2.9. The doublet splitting is 
double the oriented phase spectrum for the same sample. 
• I j I ~ • l 1 • .. I I 
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Figure 2.9: A 2H MR spectrum collected from DMPC-d54 / DMPG / DHPC (3:1:1) 
at 48 oc and applied pressure of 85 MPa. The sample is in the interdigitated phase. 
Note that the doublet splitting corresponding to methyl (CD3 ) groups is also two times 
bigger than the methyl doublet splitting for the same sample in a non-interdigitated 
phase. Overlap of chains, which are more ordered in the interdigitated phase, from 
opposite sides of the bilayer packs the lipids. This reduces the available area per lipid 
acyl chain that in a way increases the order parameter. Therefore , the quadrupole 
splitting will be approximately doubled according to Eq. 2.16 or Eq. 2.17. 
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2.3 Quadrupole e cho decay 
An RF pulse is employed, in a pulse NMR experiment , to excite nuclear spins in 
the sample. For deuterium NMR, the RF pulse must contain energy over a broad 
spectral range. For this reason , this RF pulse must be a short, high power pulse. For 
the purpose of protecting the spectrometer , which is designed to detect weak signals, 
the spectrometer switches from its "protected" state to "collecting" state using diodes. 
T his, along with oscillations in the react of components in the preamplifier (ringing), 
takes longer than the free induction decay time. Therefore, to obtain a broad spec-
t rum, an echo experiment using two pulses is required so that signal acquisition can be 
delayed until after the spectrometer receiver has recovered from the pulse effect s [71]. 
71" 71" 
The first pulse is a 2 pulse. After a delay time of T , a second 2 pulse, shifted by 
90 o in phase, is applied . After the second pulse, the spins which precess faster than 
average are behind the net magnetization but converging with the net magnetization. 
The spins that precess slower than average are ahead of the net magnetization. These 
two spin populations refocus to form an echo at a time 2T after the init ial pulse. This 
process allows t he spectrometer to recover to the collecting state and collect a signal 
that , except for relaxation effects, is the same as the signal after t he first pulse. For 
71" 
spin 1 nuclei, a sequence of 2 pulses is used to obtain echo whereas 1r pulse sequence 
71" 
is used for spin 1/ 2 nuclei. Further information about this process and using 2 pulse 
sequence for spin 1 nuclei can be found here [67]. A schematic representation of 
quadrupole echo decay pulse sequence is shown in Figure 2.10. 
The ampli tude of the echo can be expressed as [71] 
(2.18) 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of quadrupole echo decay pulse sequence intro-
duced by James Davis and co-workers [71] 
where Tie is the echo decay time. Eq. 2.19 can be rewritten as 
(2.19) 
Therefore, 
1
qe is the slope of the plot of log( AA ) versus 2T. rr yields useful informa-~ 0 
tion about the motions that cause the quadrupole signal to decay in different phases. 
The echo decay rate, R, depends on the second moment (l::.l\1£2 ) . This second moment 
correspond to a portion of the quadrupole Hamiltonian which is resulted by a given 
motion with a specific correlation time ( Tc). Slow motions can be characterized as 
having correlation t imes that satisfies the condition [72. 73] 
1 
and contributions to the echo decay rate, 
1 R ex- . 
Tc 
(2.20) 
(2 .21) 
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For fast motions, 
1 (2.22) 
and 
(2.23) 
The echo decay times pass through a minimum during a phase transition from a 
phase with echo decay dominated by fast motions to a phase with echo decay domi-
nated by slow motions. Through this minimum, the echo decay time is dominated by 
the motion with correla tion times that are closest to the timescale of the experiment. 
In the liquid crystalline phase of multilamellar vesicle dispersions, echo decay is in-
fluenced by both slow long-range motions and fast short-range motions. This gives 
a plateau region with long decay times [74]. Motions are slower for a lipid assembly 
in the gel phase which occurs at low temperatures. These slow motions have longer 
correlation times and the echo decay time increases as the correlation t imes increase 
with decreasing temperature of bicella r mixtures. Thus, T!t rea hes a minimum at 
the transition where the dominant motions are at an intermediate timescale. In other 
words, Tie reaches a minimum because fast motions related to the liquid crystal phase 
approach the timescale of the experiment while passing through this transition. 
Chapter 3 
Materials and method 
3.1 Sample preparation 
Chain perdeuterated DMP C and DMP G along with non-deuterated DMP C, DMPG , 
and DHPC were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Pelham, AL). These lipids were 
useu without any fur ther purification. The molecular weight and molecular formula of 
used lipids are shown in Table 1. A solution of 10 mM HEP ES with pH=7.0 was used 
as t he lmffer solution. This solut ion was prepareu by Donna J ackman (Department 
of Biochemistry, Memorial University of Newfoundland). 
lipid Molecular formula Molecular weight 
DMP C C36HnNOsP 677.933 
DMP C-d54 C36H1sNOsPD54 732.265 
DMPG C34 H660 wP Na 688.845 
DMP G-d54 C34 H1201oPNaD54 743. 178 
DHPC C2oH4oNOsP 453.507 
Table 3.1: Lipids molecular formulas and their molecular weights. T hese information 
have been obtained from Avant i Lipids website. 
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3.1.1 Preparation of bicellar mixtures 
Dry, powder , chain perdeuterated 1 ,2-dimyristoyl- sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine- d54 
(D MPC- d54 ) and non-deu terated dry 1, 2-dihexanoy l-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
(DHPC) were combined for the purpose of making the bicellar mixture. DMP C-d5,1, 
wi th 14 carbons in its chain, was utilized as the long chain lipid. DHPC with 6 car-
bons in its chain was used as t he short chain lipid component. They were combined 
with the molar ratio of ( 4:1) a t lipid weight fract ions of "'0.1 g of lipid per ml of 
water. Details of the samples preparation follow. 
To prepare Dl\IIPC-d54 / DHPC (4: 1), 20 mg of chain perdeuterated DMP C and 3.1 
mg of DHPC were weighed into different culture tubes. Each lipid was dissolved in 
adequate chloroform/methanol (2:1) (v:v) solution (few milliliters) to completely dis-
solve all of the lipids. T he dissolved lipid solutions were combined in a round bottom 
flask. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation a t 40 °C. The sample was then 
held under vacuum in a desiccation chamber for about five hours. T his sample was 
then hydrated by using 250 p,L of 100 mM HEP ES buffer (pH= 7) . T he hydrated 
mixture was then sonicated in a sonicating bath at room temperature for 15 minutes. 
T he sample, still in the round bottom flask, was frozen and was thawed for 5 cyd t's 
by placiug it in liquid nit rogen and 40 oc water bath respectively. 
A deformable polyethylene container was made by heat-sealing the ends of a short 
segment cut from a disposable polyethylene pipette. Finally, about 200 11L of sample 
was trausferred to the polyethylene container which was then sealed with a Clamco 
heat sealer. Samples were placed in a freezer at about - 18 oc overnight . The samples 
were placed in the probe when they were below room temperature. 
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Samples of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1 :1) were prepared by following the same 
protocols but with 25 % of t he DMPC-d54 replaced by the anionic lipid DMPG. Sam-
ples of DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3: 1:1) were also prepared in the same way. 
For comparison , one sample of D I[PC-d54 / DlVIPG/ DHPC (3:1 :1) was also prepared 
with the. onication and freeze-thaw steps omitted. 
3.2 NMR spectrometers 
In this work, wideline deuterium MR observations were performed using locally-
built spectrometers with either a 3.5 T or a 9.4 T superconducting magnet. 
3.2.1 3.5 T variable-pressure deuterium NMR spectrometer 
For the purpose of variable-pressure MR spectroscopy, which was the main part of 
this work, the locally-constructed solid state spectrometer was used [76] in conj unc-
tion with a 3.5 T superconducting solenoid ( alorac Cryogenic , Ca.) corresponding to 
a deuterium resonance frequency of 23.2 MHz. The spectrometer consisted of a com-
puter for data acquisition, storage, and initia l pulse sequence programming, a 1 kW 
radio t ransmitter, and a quadrature d tection section with a 12 bit digitizing oscillo-
scope. The sample capsule and the cylindrical coil were insert d into a high pre sure 
beryllium-copper cell which may be pr s urized with hydraulic oil (AW ISO grade32). 
For this purpose, the NMR probe was connected to a manual oil pump. T he schematic 
picture of the variable pressure probe [54] i · shown in Fig. 3.1. Two gauges which 
were calibrated against a dead-weight gauge were employed to measure pressure. A 
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microprocessor-based proport ional-integral-diffrencial controller (PID controller) in 
conjunction wit h a thermocouple sensor embedded around the pressure cell was used 
to cont rol the temperature wit h an accuracy of 0.1 °C. Samples were held at each 
temperature for at least 20 minutes to equilibrate before the start of data acquisition. 
Spectra were obtained by applying a quadrupole echo pulse sequence [71] with a ~ 
pulse length of 3.5 fi-S . T he pulse separation was 35 ps. Each spectrum was obtained 
by averaging 2,000 to 40,000 transients prior to Fourier transformation. Quadrature 
detection with repetition t ime of 0.8 s was employed for this purpose. Oversam-
pling [75] was used to obtain effective dwell times of 4 ps in the free induction decays. 
Echo amplitudes were measured with typical pulse separations of 35, 50, 75, 100, 150, 
200 ps for echo decay measurements. 
3.2.2 9.4 T deuterium NMR spectrometer 
For comparison, one sample was studied using a 9.4 T superconducting magnet in 
which the 2H Lannor frequency is 61.4 MHz. This setup also uses a locally assembled 
spectrometer. Spectra were acquired using a quadrupole echo sequence [71] with ~ 
pulses of length from 4.25 to 4.5 f.-LS. The separation t ime (T) between ~ pulses in 
the quadrupole echo sequence was 35 f.-lS, and 2000 to 4000 transients were averaged 
for each free induction decay. For quadrupole echo decay measurements, 400 to 1000 
transients were averaged . The repetition t ime for acquisition was 0.9 s. Oversam-
pling [75] was used to obtain effective dwell t imes of 4 f.-lS in the free induction decays. 
Echo amplitudes were measured with typical pulse separations of 35, 75, 100, 150, 
200, 300 and 400 ps for echo decay measurements. 
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3.2.3 High pressure probe 
A locally buil t high-pressure probe was used to apply pressure [53] . T his probe is 
designed to sustain pressures up to 270 MPa and temperatures between -30 oc and 
70 oc [53] . A schematic representation of this probe is shown in Figure 3.1. T his 
schema tic diagram is adapted from an article by Bonev and Morrow and more detail 
can be found there [53] . 
Schematic drawing of the high pressure deuterimn 
N:\1Rprobe . 
1) High pressure chamber 
2) sample! coil module 
3) thin walled stainless steel support tubes 
-l) suspension plate 
5) brass suspension rods 
6) top plate 
7) top plate bolts 
8) threaded brass anchor ring 
9) outer ah.nninmn tube 
1 0) upper p ositioning ring 
11) positioning studs 
12) lower positioning ring 
13) magnet and dewar 
14) rf connecting wire 
15) rf feed through 
16) coupling capacitor 
1 7) tuning capacitor 
18) and 19) top and bottom insulating capacitor 
support plates 
20) capacitor adjustment rods 
21) styrofoan1 insulation 
A) Stainless steel pressurizing tube 
B) and C) cooling gas outlet and inlet tubes . 
Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the variable pressure NMR probe. Reprinted 
with permission from [53]. @ 1997, American Institute of Physics. 
The interior of the probe is separated from the magnet wall by an aluminium tube. 
Supports (5-12) can be adjusted to allow t he sample to be located in the region wi th 
the highest magnetic field. The high pressure chamber (1) is suspended on t hree thin 
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walled stainless steel tubes (3) . These tubes provide thermal insulation between the 
pressure chamber and the support. A schematic drawing of the high pressure chamber 
is shown in Figure 3.2. 
~~ 
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High pressure chamber. 
1) The bety llium-copper chamber body 
2) rffeed through 
3) rf connecting pin 
4) rf connecting \\ire 
5) PITE antiarcing insulator cap 
6) sample c.apsule 
7) cooling gas channels 
S) heater wire 
9) beryllium-copper plug 
10) quenched copper gaskets 
11) PITE gasket washer 
12) beryllium-copper spacer 
13) beryllium-copper support nut 
14) washer 
15) nut 
A) Thin walled stainless steel support tub es 
B) and C) coolant outlet and u1let tubes 
D) heater connecting \>ire 
E) thennocouple connectin g \\ire 
Figure 3.2: A schematic representa tion of the high-pressure chamber. Reprinted with 
permission from [53] . @1997, American Institute of Physics. 
All the components of this probe are attached to the top plate (6) in Figure 3.1 except 
the external aluminium tube and the Styrofoam insulation (21). The brass rods (5) 
are used for this purpose. The sample is placed in a coil mounted in a removal teflon 
plug. This coil assembly is shown in Figure 3.3. 
JJ.I 
The coil modult 
I) PTFE module body 
2) rf connector socket 
3) DELRIN lock screw 
~) NMRrfcoil 
5) sample 
6) polyethylene capsule 
i ) coil positioning plug 
8) coil ground wire 
9) coil support screw counter bar 
I 0) coil positioning plug support screw. 
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Figure 3.3: A schematic representation of the removable coil assembly. Reprinted 
with permission from [53] . @1997, American Institute of Physics. 
3.3 Experimental details 
Every sample was stored in a freezer at - 18 oc for between 8 and 48 hours prior to 
being placed in the MR probe. The temperature of sample and probe were decreased 
to 8 ac by air circulating through a liquid nitrogen heat exchanger. The samples were 
held at 8 oc for at least one hour to equilibrate in the isotropic bicellar phase. Spectra 
were obtained over a series of temperatures between 4 oc and 65 oc_ After ambient 
pressure runs, samples were recooled to 8 oc before increasing the pressure. Data 
were obtained at ambient pressure, 41.4 MPa and 82.7 MPa . Depending on the type 
of data required, temperature was raised in steps of 2 to 10 °C. 
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3.4 Probe adjustment 
Over the course of the experiments, it was necessary to perform some repairs on the 
high pressure probe. At one point it was found t hat the range of adjustment on t he 
probe capacitors was insufficient to achieve the required 50 D probe input impedance. 
It was found that both the tuning capacitor (17) and coupling capacitor (16) were 
moving non-axially. The coaxial teflon walled pistons, which are designed to work as 
t he dielectric, had loosened over time. Teflon tape was used to fix these pistons to 
the insulating capacitor support plate (19) . The teflon tubes surround brass cylinders 
which are connected to nylon rods (20) by a long screw made of brass. The capacitor 
brass cylinders were originally made with holes to hold small spacers. These holes 
were filled with soldered brass plugs which were filed to make a smooth, uniform 
surface. The rods were also found to be bent. This could cause a non-axial motion 
and consequently the tuning issue. These rods were straightened. To open the rods 
and capacitors, all of the insulation around the cooling gas outlet and inlet tubes was 
unwrapped. This insulation was replaced by new thermal insulating foam layers. The 
probe was found to tune more easily after these repairs . 
Prior to acquisit ion of transients, spectrometer frequency and other parameters were 
carefully adjusted to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. 
Chapter 4 
Results and Discussion 
Variable pressure 2H NMR experiments were performed on DMP C-d54 / DHPC (4: 1), 
DMP C-d54 / DMP G/DHPC (3:1:1) and DMPC/DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) lipid mix-
ture dispersions in order to study the effects of pressure on lipid chain order and 
bilayer orientation in bicella r mixtures containing anionic lipids. Mixtures were pre-
pared as described in Chapter 3. These molar ra tios were chosen in order to match 
those used in previously reported observations of bicellar mixtures at either ambient 
pressure [23] or high pressure [63]. 
Spectra were acquired over different ranges of temperature depending on the a pplied 
hydrostatic pressure which was held constant as detailed below. These samples were 
studied at ambient pressure, 41.4 MPa and 82.7 MPa. In this thesis, 41.4 MPa is 
referred to as intermediate pressure and 82. 7 MPa is referred to as high pressure. 
T he upper limit pressure of 82.7 MPa was chosen because it is higher than the lowest 
pressure a t which lipid mixtures containing one single anionic lipid species (DPPG) 
display interdigitation [17] and lower than the pressure at which interdigitation occurs 
for DPPC. After evidence of an interdigitated phase was first observed at 82.7 MPa, 
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subsequent anionic bicellar mixtures were studied at the intermediate pressure to de-
termine if interdigitation occurs at lower pressure for the anionic bicellar mixtures. 
For some samples, the procedure for increasing the pressure from ambient or interme-
diate pressure to high pressure was to cycle the pressure to 110 TVIPa a few times before 
setting the sample pressure to 2.7 MPa. The details of the pressurization procedure 
will be explained for each sample while discussing the result for that particular sample. 
Data acquisitions started from a temperature lower than the main transition temper-
ature for DMPC and DMPG which is "' 23 °C. If a specific iuitial temperature is 
not mentioned , the initial temperature for that experiment is °C. This procedure 
ensured that every temperature series tarted with the sample in the same state (i.e. 
isotropically reorienting bicelles). As detailed below, additional steps were taken to 
lllatch thermal histories for some salllples studied at different pressures. The tem-
pera ture ranges at which data were acquired were chosen such that transitions from 
isotropic to nematic and from nematic to lamellar phase were observed, if present, for 
each pre sure. 
4.1 Zwit terionic bice llar m ix tures (DMPC-d54 / 
DHPC) 
4 .1.1 D MPC- d54 / D HPC(4:1) at ambient pressure 
In order to establish a basis for compari on, experiments were also performed on 
bicellar mixtures containing no anionic lipid. Spectra were collected over a range 
of tempera tur at ambient pressure for a DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) mixture by us-
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ing both the 9.4 T and 3.5 T magnets. Spectra at selected temperatures are shown 
in Figure 4. 1. The complete set of spectra can be found in appendix A as Figure 
A.l. One mixture, denoted as AR01, was cooled to 12 oc and equilibrated at this 
temperature for one hour. At 12 oc, the spectrum displays a narrow peak which is 
characteristic of isotropic reorientation on the quadrupole echo experiment t ime scale 
( ,..__, 10- 5 ). Small angle neutron scattering and pulsed field gradient NMR studies [46], 
and time-resolved synchrotron X-ray diffraction studies [45] suggest that the isot rop-
ically reorienting particles are disks with DMPC headgroups on the planar surfaces 
and DHPC molecules on highly curved edges. 
The main gel to liquid crystal phase t ransition for DMPC is "' 23 °C. Full chain 
deuteration is known to lower this temperature by a few degrees [60]. Based on 
the picture that has been suggested in some studies, upon increasing temperature 
of DMPC-d54/ DHPC (4:1) mixture, the small isotropically reorienting disks might 
fuse and form nematic ribbon-like or worm-like micelles, presumably with short chain 
lipids a t the edges and long chain lipids on the planar surfaces [35, 37]. At 15 °C, in 
the series of spectra collected at 3.5 T , most of the sample is still undergoing isotropic 
reorientation but a small fraction gives rise to a broader spectrum which indicates par-
tial orientational order and thus incomplete averaging of t he quadrupole interaction . 
At 22 °C, the spectra for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) obtained in both magnets indicate 
orientational ordering of molecules with respect to the bilayer normal. The spectra at 
22 oc, particularly at 9.4 T , though, do not display the sharp edge features character-
istic of the Pake doublet spectra seen for axially symmetric molecular reorientation 
about the bilayer normal. The rounding of shoulders in these spectra indicates that 
molecular reorientation is not axially symmetric on the 2H NMR timescale ("' 10- 5s) . 
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DMPC-d5/DHPC (4:1) DMPC-d) DHPC (4:1) 
Ambient 3.5 T Ambient 9.4 T 
b 
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
Frequency (kHz) Frequency (kHz) 
Figure 4.1: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) obtained with (a) 
the 3.5 T superconductive magnet and (b) the 9.4 T magnet at ambient pressure for 
a range of temperatures. The sample is denoted as AROl. The noisy baseline for the 
spectrum at 34 oc comes from a technical issue related to ampifier which resulted a 
lower number of effective scans . 
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At 24 °C, the spectrum in Figure 4.1b, which was collected in the 9.4 T magnet, shows 
characteristics of bilayer orienta tion, particularly the approximately zero intensity in 
the centre of the spectrum as well as harp splitting. However, the ·pectrum collected 
in the 3.5 T magnet at 24 °C, as shown in Figure 4.1a, is more characteristic of lipids 
undergoing axially symmetric reorientation about a randomly oriented distribution of 
bilayer normal directions. 
As can be seen from Figure 4.1b, the ambient pressure spectra of DMPC-d54 / DHPC 
(4:1) obtained in the 9.4 T magnet how characterist ics of bilayer orientation from 
26 °C to 40 °C. Within this range of temperature, the spectra shown in Figure 4. 1b 
display characteristics of complete bilayer orientation with respect to the applied mag-
netic field. The bilayer normals are p rpendicular to magnetic field in this phase and 
the sharp doublets corresponding to (J = 90° are characteristic of axially symmetric 
chain reorientation about the bilayer normal. As shown in Figure 4.1a, though, the 
ambient pres ure spectrum of DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) collected in the 3.5 T magnet 
at 34 ac shows bilayer normal orientation but the other spectra between 28 ac and 
40 °C are more characteristic of partial, but not complete, bilayer orientation. This 
lack of complete orientation at 3.5 T is consistent with an earlier variable pressure 
deuterium MR study of DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4: 1) done a t 3.5 T [63]. It was sug-
gested in that work that the incomplete orientation observed was a result of the low 
magnetic field or an orientational metastability in the highly ,·iscous worm-like micelle 
phase [63]. By comparing the spectra collected in this work using the 3.5 T and the 
9.4 T magnets, it can be concluded that the lack of complete orientation at 3.5 T is 
clue to the weak magnetic field. 
On increasing temperature, the sample at 3.5 T begins to form vesicles around 42 ac 
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as can be seen, in Figure 4.1a, from Lite chauge of Lhe ol.mervec.l ::.;pecLru111 from a su-
perposit ion of sharp doublets to a superposition of Pake or powder pattern doublets. 
Examples of these two spectra are shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.8. The doublet 
splitting al o decreases slightly with increasing temperature, as seen in Figure 4.1a. 
At temperatures higher than 42 °C, the bilayers are likely closed into vesicles with 
DHPC molecules forming the edges of pores distributed over the vesicle surfaces. It 
has been reported that DHPC molecules begin to interact with DMPC molecules at 
about 30 oc and continue to mix more completely with increasing temperature [63, 81] . 
4.1.2 DMPC-d54/ DHPC(4:1) at 82.7 MPa 
For the purpose of comparing with observations on bicellar mixture· containing an-
ionic lipids, the same mixture of DMPC-d54 / DHPC(4:1) was also studied at 82.7 
MPa. After obtaining data during the first cycle of heating, this mixture was cooled 
at ambient pressure. The process of decreasing temperature took few hours. This 
sample was then pressurized to 82.7 MPa while in the low temperature, isotropically 
reorienting disk-like phase. A set of selected spectra for DMPC-d54 / DHPC at ambi-
ent pressure and at 82.7 MPa is shown in Figure 4.2. 
On warming at ambient pressure, DMPC-d54 / DHPC follows the expected pattern [35, 
37] of an isotropic phase, consisting of disks with fast isotropical thermal reorienta-
tion, a magnetically alignable (nematic) worm-like micelle phase and multilamellar 
bilayer vesicles. At high pressure its phase transitions are shifted. However, it st ill 
shows the characteristic of isotropic reorientation at temperatur s below the main 
transition temperature of DMPC. 
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DMPC-d5/ DHPC(4:1) DMPC-d5iDHPC(4:1) 
Ambient pressure 82 .7 MPa 
xO.S 32°( 
22°( 
30°( 20°( xO.S 
X 0.5 
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
Frequency (kHz) Frequency (kHz) 
Figure 4.2: Deuterium NMR selected spectra a t 3.5 T for DMPC-d54 / DHPC at (a) 
ambient pressure and (b) at 82.7 MPa for a range of t emperatures. Spectra were 
collected from low to high temperature. 
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The transition from disks with isotropical reorientation to worm-like or ribbon-like 
micelles increases by r-.. 17 oc at 82.7 MPa relative to ambient pressure. The pressure 
sensitivity of the isotropic-nema tic transition temperature is thus ~~ c:::: 0.21 oC/NIPa . 
This value is in agreement with previous results from 2H NMR studies for DMP C-
d54/DHPC mixtures [63] and is comparable to the value that can be inferred from the 
pressure-temperature phase diagram obtained by using small angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS) which is 0.19°C/ MPa [45]. 
Figure 4.2b shows spectra for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4: 1) at 82.7 MPa in the 3.5 T mag-
net . Based on t he lower intensity of sharp double edges observed in the oriented phase 
spectrum observed for this sample at 82.7 MPa, it appears that applying hydrostatic 
pressure decrease the proportion of DMPC-d54 molecules that align with respect to 
the magnetic field. Although this 1uakes it difficult to detenniue the precise temper-
ature at which t he 82.7 MPa spectra are most characteristic of bilayer orientation . 
This appears to be about 46 oc based on the sharpness of the spectrum edges as can 
be seen in Figure 4.2b. 
As will be discussed below, t he formation of an interdigitated gel phase, identified by 
the larger quadrupole spli ttings result ing from the high degree of chain order in that 
phase, was observed on cooling some DMPC- d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) samples from 
high temperature at 82.7 MPa . In some cases, formation of the interdigitated gel 
phase was seen only on cooling the DMPG-containing bicellar mixture for a second 
t ime. In order to determine whether the same behavior could be seen in the absence 
of DMPG, a second series of experiments were performed on t he DMPC-d54/ DHPC 
( 4: 1) sample. In this set of experiments, spectra were collected through warming and 
cooling cycles at both ambient pressure and at 82.7 MPa. For this series of experi-
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ments, the DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) sample was designated as ARMl for the ambient 
pressure observations and ARMBl for the observations at 82.7 MPa. The ambient 
pressure spectra for this experiment are shown in the Appendix (Figures A.3 and 
A.4). 2H NMR spectra obtained from this sample during the warming and cooling 
cycle at 82. 7 MPa are in Figure 4.3. 
Because this experiment was primarily intended to test for the formation of the highly 
ordered gel phase under specific conditions, spectra were collected at selected temper-
atures only. While no evidence of interdigitation, which would be characterized by 
specific spectral features as discussed in Chapter 2, was observed in this experiment, 
additional experiments would be needed before the possibility of interdigitation at 
82.7 MPa in DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) could be conclusively ruled out. 
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DMPC-d54/DHPC (4:1) DMPC-d54/DHPC (4:1 ) 
b 
56°( 
slc 30°( 
48°( 
34°( 
440( 
40°( 40°( 
30°( 
20° 48°( 
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
Frequency (kHz) Frequency (kHz) 
Figure 4.3: Deuterium NMR selected spectra for DMPC-d54 / DHPC collected during 
the second cycle of (a) warming and (b) cooling for a range of temperatures at 82.7 
MPa. This sample was labeled ARMB 1. 
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4.2 Anionic bice llar mixture with chain p erdeuter-
ated DMPC 
In order to study the influence of anionic lipids on the phase behavior and mor-
phologies of bicellar mixtures at ambient pressure and their response to hydrostat ic 
pressure, variable pressure 2H NMR experiments were performed on bicellar mixturet; 
containing anionic lipid components by using the 3.5 T magnet . The molar ratio of 
long chain lipids to short chain lipid was kept constant at about 4, bu t 25% of the 
DMPC-d54 was substituted with DMPG. DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC(3:1:1) mixtures 
were prepared as described in chapter 3. 
Mult iple samples of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) were prepared. While each 
sample was prepared following the same protocol as closely as possible, minor dif-
ferences in the sample preparation process can influence phase behavior of bicella.r 
mixtures. For the init ial DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC(3:1: 1) samples prepared , the ap-
proach was to collect data, sequentially, at ambient pressure, 41.4 MPa, and then at 
82.7 MPa. In some cases, pressure was changed at high temperature prior to equi-
libration at low temperature and in some cases the sample was cooled back to 8 oc 
prior to the pressure being changed. Spectra obtained from these samples are shown 
in the appendix and referred to, as needed, in the text . 
To eliminate t he effect of minor differences in preparat.iou process, another sample was 
prepared which was four t imes larger in quantity than the previous samples and por-
timls of it were used for experimeuts at differeut pressures. This sample was divided 
and packed in four high pressure polyethylene containers each containing approxi-
mately 200 fLL of mixture. After each portion of this sample was placed in the probe, 
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the coil and the high-pressure chamber were cooled to 8 ac before the initial pressure 
was set for that series of experiments. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show spectra for por-
tions of this sample at different pressures but with the same thermal history in the 
sense t hat the series of spectra for each pressure were collected on the first run from 
8 oc for that portion of the sample. After t he initial heating run at a specific temper-
ature, the first two portions of this sample were also used for additional observations 
at higher pressure. Spectra from these additional runs are included in the Appendix 
and noted, as needed, in the text. 
4.2.1 DMPC-d54/DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) at ambient pressure 
Figure 4.4 shows a set of spectra at selected temperatures for DMPC-d54 / DMPG / DHPC 
(3: 1:1) at ambient pressure. The complete corresponding set of spectra can be found 
in Appendix A as Figure A.16. This sample was labeled as ARll . This mixture was 
cooled to 8 ac and equilibra ted at this temperature for one hour. At 8 °C, the spec-
trum displays a narrow peak which is characteristic of small disks undergoing isotropic 
reorientation on the quadrupole echo experiment time scale (""' 10- 5 s) as mentioned 
previously. Upon increasing the temperature of the DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
mixture, the small disks start to fuse and form nematic ribbon-like or worm-like mi-
celles, presumably with short chain lipids at the edges and long chain lipids on the 
planar surfaces [45, 46]. At 18 oc the spectrum indicates that most of the DMP C-d54 
molecules are a rranged with partial orientational order but a small fraction is still 
undergoing isotropic reorientation. At 22 °C in Figure 4.4a, the spectrum for DMPC-
ds4 / DMPG/ DHPC (3 :1 :1) indicates orientational ordering of molecules with respect 
to the bilayer normal but reorientation about the bilayer normal is not fully axia lly 
symmetric on the experimental time scale. The spectrum at 24 °C, is becoming more 
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characteristic of lipids umlergoing axially symmetric reorientation about a randomly 
oriented distribut ion of bilayer normal directions. 
At 28 oc and 29 °C, the spectra in Figure 4.4a show characteristics of complete bilayer 
orientation with respect to the magnetic field. The bilayer normals are perpendicular 
to the magnetic field at this temperature. At 32 °C, the spectrum shows the super-
position of two differeut phases. The preseuce of sharp edges, the low iuteusit.:v iu 
the centre and the doublets within suggest that oriented nematic phase and lamel-
lar vesicles coexist at this temperature. Therefore, this spectrum suggests that this 
transit ion is first order and it provides a good indication of the nematic-to-lamellar 
transition temperature for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) at ambient pressure. 
From studies using per-deuterated DHPC, it has been suggested that DHPC molecules 
begin to move from edges to planar regions above the oriented nematic- to-lamellar 
vesicle transition temperature [63]. Worm-like micelle edges become unstable near 
the upper end of nematic phase temperature range. Studies suggest that around this 
temperature, individual ribbons begin to fuse and form extended lamellar sheets [46]. 
These bilayered sheets fold into mult ilamellar vesicles as temperature increases [46] . 
The transit ion from magnetically alignable phase to lamellar phase is demonstrated 
by the 32 oc spectrum in Figure 4.4a which shows a superposition of spectral compo-
nents characteristic of both phases. 
At temperatures higher than 34 oc, the DMPC-d54 molecules begin to form vesicles 
as can be seen, in Figure 4.4a, from the change of the observed spect rum from a su-
perposition of narrow doublets to a superposition of Pake or powder pattern doublets. 
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Figure 4.4: Deuterium NMR selected spectra for DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1: 1) 
collected during the cycle of (a) warming and (b) cooling for a range of temperatures 
a t ambient pressure. Spectra in (a ) and (b) were collected in order from the bot tom 
to the top of each stack. This sample was labeled AR11. 
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On decreasing Lhe temperature from 40 oc, the spectra for this sample, shown in Fig-
ure 4.4b, are characteristic of axially symmetric reorientation about bilayer normals 
with a spherical distribution of directions. This indicates persistence of the lamellar 
vesicle phase over a wide temperature range ("' 22 °C) on cooling. The doublet split-
ting increases slightly with decreasing temperature. This is due to the rise in chain 
order with decreasing temperature which causes Sco to increase. At 18 °C, a sharp 
transition from lamellar vesicle state to the isotropic reorientation state causes the 
spectrum obtained at that temperature to display a narrow peak in the centre. 
One significant observation about the influence of anionic lipids on bicellar mixt ures 
is that DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC(3:1:1) mixtures display bilayer orientation over a 
range of t emperatures at 3.5 T while bilayer orientation is more difficult to observe 
for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) at 3.5 T. D 1PC-d54/ DHPC (4:1) mixtures do display 
bilayer orientation in higher magnetic fields as shown in Figure 4. 1 b . The signifi-
cant orientation shown, in Figure 4.4a, by DMPC-d54 / D 1PG/ DHPC (3:1:1) at 3.5 T 
suggests that anionic lipid, particularly DMPG , facilitates bilayer orientation under 
conditions where bilayer orientation may be more difiicult to observe in the absence 
of DMPG. 
4.2.2 DMPC-d54 /DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) at high pressure 
In order to study the response of the anionic bicellar mixture to hydrostatic pressure 
and to compare tha t response to the response of DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) , a portion 
of the sample with the same preparation and thermal history as the one shown in 
Figure 4.4 was studied a t 41.4 MPa while warming and cooling. After equilibrating 
a t 8 oc for one hour, the sample was pressurized to 41.4 MPa. The corresponding set 
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Figure 4.5: Deuterium NMR selected spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
collected during t he cycle of (a) warming and (b) cooling for a range of temperatures 
at 41.4 MPa. Spectra in (a) and (b) were collected in order from the bottom to the 
top of each stack. This sample was labeled ARAll . 
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of spectra obtained while warming is shown in Figure 4.5a. 
From 8 oc to 28 °C, the narrow central peak in the spectra of F igure 4.5 indicates the 
presence of bilayered disks undergoing isotropic reorientation on the quadrupole echo 
t imescale. From 26 oc to 32 oc, the spectra in Figure 4.5a show that the amount of 
orientationally ordered lipid increases but reorientation about the bilayer normal is 
not axially symmetric. The spectrum at 34 oc displays more vertical edges around 
± 12 kHz and thus does indicate axially symmetric reorientation about the bilayer 
normal but wit hout complete orieutatiou with respect to t he maguetic field. At 37 °C, 
bilayer normals are mostly oriented with respect to the magnetic field. This temper-
ature is about 9 oc higher than the onset of complete orientation at ambient pres-
sure which corresponds to a ~~ of ,._..., 0.21 oC/MPa for the onset of orientation in 
DMP C-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) . This is a slightly higher sensitivity to pressure 
than displayed by the corresponding behaviour in DMP C-d54 / DHPC (4:1) in previ-
ous studies[63, 45] . 
T he sharp transition from oriented bilayers to multilamellar vesicles at 41.4 iiPa oc-
curs at ,._..., 40 oc as seen in Figure 4.5a. T his is ,....., 8 oc higher than the nematic-vesicle 
transit ion seen in Figure 4.4a at ambient pressure. Based on the comparison of the 
ambient pressure and 41.4 MPa values of this t ransition temperature, the pressure 
sensitivity of the nematic-vesicle transit ion for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) can 
thus be estimated to be,....., 0.19 °C/ MPa. 
From the comments above, it can be seen tha t DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC mixtures 
show the expected sequence of phases on warming namely an isotropic phase, con-
sisting of disks with fast isotropically thermal reorientation, a magnetically alignable 
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worm-like micelle phase and multilamellar bilayer vesicles. The transitions, though, 
occur a t higher temperatures as mentioned above. 
The set of spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) recorded while cooling at 
41.4 MPa is shown in Figure 4.5b. At 44 °C and 40 °C, the spectra are typical of 
vesicles at high pressure. The increase in intensity toward the centre of the spectrum 
may reflect a slight difference iu the dependence of orieutational order parameter on 
position along the chain at high pressure compared to the case for ambient pres-
sure. At 36 °C, the spectrum in Figure 4.5b appears to be a superposition of oriented 
nematic and lamellar vesicle spectral components. Partial or complete orientation, 
though, has not been observed while cooling at DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) at 
high pressure. 
Upon cooling to 32 °C, the narrow spectral components in Figure 4.5b show that, 
most of the sample is undergoing isotropic reorientation but with a small fraction 
still giving rise to a broader spectrum which indicates partial orientational order and 
thus incomplete averaging of the quadrupole interaction. At 28 oc, the narrow peak 
indicates that the sample is in a st ate with complete isotropic reorientation and this 
phase continues to exist until 8 oc. 
A fresh portion of t he commonly prepared DMPC-d54/ DMPG / DHPC (3:1:1) sample 
was then placed in the probe a nd cooled to 8 °C. After equilibrating for one hour, 
this sample was pressurized to 82.7 MPa while in the isotropically reorienting disk-like 
phase. Spectra obtained while warming this sample at 82.7 MPa are shown in Figure 
4.6a. 
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Figure 4.6: Deuterium NMR selected spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
collected during the first cycle of (a) warming and (b) cooling for a range of temper-
atures at 82.7 MPa . This sample was labeled ARBll. 
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As was the case for all other anionic bicelle samples observed in this study (see F ig-
ures A.4b, A.8a, A.lla, A.14b and A.22a in the Appendix A), this sample did not 
enter an oriented nematic phase at 82.7 MPa. Between 38 oc to 42 oc, t he spectra in 
Figure 4.6a are characteristic of lipids with some orientational order but not undergo-
ing axially symmetric reorientation about the bilayer normal. For some samples, this 
part ially ordered nematic phase was not observed and the t ransit ion occurred directly 
from the isotropic orientation phase to the lamellar vesicle phase. 
F igures 4.6a and 4.6b show that this sample of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
did not display clear evidence for an oriented nematic phase on either warming or 
cooling. This was typical of other DMPC-d54 / DMP G/ DHPC (3:1:1) samples studied 
(see Figures A.4b, A.8a, A.lla, A.14b and A.22a in the Appendix A) and some 
samples even showed a direct transition from isotropic reorientation to lamellar vesicle. 
For this reason it was not possible to include 82.7 MPa observations in an estimate 
of the sensit ivity to pressure of the oriented nematic to lamellar vesicle transition. 
However, if a linear dependence of transit ion temperature on pressure is assumed, 
extrapolating from the ambient pressure and 41.4 MPa nematic-to-vesicle t ransit ion 
temperatures suggests that the onset of the vesicle phase should be around 48 °C at 
82.7 MPa. The spectra in Figure 4.6a and 4.6b do show changes between 45 oc and 
46 oc on warming (Figure 4.6a) and between 48 oc and 46 oc on cooling ( 4.6 b) that 
may indicate this t ransit ion. 
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Figure 4.7: Deuterium NMR selected spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
collected during the second cycle of (a) warming and (b) cooling for a range of tem-
peratures at 82.7 Mpa. 
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4.2.3 Thermal history dependence of bicellar mixture b e-
haviour and observation of interdigitated gel phase 
In this work and in previous studies [24, 63], it has been observed that the occurrence 
of bilayer orientation, the temperature at which t ransit ions occur, and observation of 
specific phases can be sensitive to the mixture's thermal history. Figure 4.7 shows 
spectra. obtained during a second warming and cooling cycle, a t 82.7 MPa, of the sam-
ple from which the spectra of Figure 4.6a were obtained. Figure 4.7a shows that on 
warming for the second t ime, the isotropic phase persists to 52 °C. For example, Fig-
ure 4.8 compares the spectra obtained at 40 oc on the first and second warming cycle 
for this sample at 82.7 MPa. When the mixture, at 82.7 MPa, was warmed through 
40 oc for the first time, a fraction of DMPC-d54 molecules formed nematic worm-like 
micelles without magnetic a lignment . When it passed through 40 oc for the second 
t ime, however , the spectrum was dominated by a narrow cent ral peak characteristic 
of bilayered disks undergoing isotropic reorientation. This suggests that cycling t he 
sample temperature while hold ing it at high pressure changed some property of the 
sample that affected its equilibrium morphology at high temperature and high pres-
sure. One possibility is that this cycling affected the size of part icles into which the 
bilayers disintegrate on cooling back to the isot ropic phase. 
In Figure 4.7a, some inconsistencies in spectral shape were observed between 52 °C 
and 60 °C. The similarity of the shapes at 52 oc and 60 oc, and their difference from 
the shapes at 54 oc and 56 oc suggests t hat this inconsist ency may reflect difficult ies 
with probe tuning at high pressure and high temperature. 
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Figure 4.8: Deuterium NMR selected spectra for DMP C-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
collected at 40 oc during of (a) first cycle of and (b) second cycle of warming at 82.7 
MPa. 
Spectra obtained while cooling this sample of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) for 
the first and second time, at 82.7 MPa, are shown in Figure 4.6L and 4.7 L respectively. 
This sample was cooled from 60 °C to 50 °C in few steps without data acquisition. At 
50 oc, the spectra for both runs are mostly characteristic of the lamellar vesicle phase 
but there is also a broad component present in the 50 oc spectrum for the second 
cooling run (Figure 4. 7b) . From 48 oc, the spectra observed during the second cool-
ing cycle are very different for those seen during the first cooling cycle. 
The spectral component with a splitting of about 54 kHz is attributed to an interdig-
itated gel phase as described in Chapter 2. The doublet with a splitting of about 12 
kHz is due to the met hyl groups at the chain ends in this phase. The asymmetry in 
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t he spectra shown in 4. 7b is because of the difficulty in adjusting a single phase appro-
pria te for both broad component and narrow component. As mentioned in Chapter 
2, the large splitting in the interdigitat ed gel phase is seen because overlap of chains 
from opposite sides of the bilayer reduces the available area per lipid acyl chain by 
a factor of about a half. Evidence for an interdigitated phase with a similar doublet 
splitting was seen previously in DPPC-d62 and DPPG-d62 at high pressure [17]. 
Although this wide component persists over a wide range of temperature, the doublet 
splitting increases slightly as t emperature is reduced. This is due to the increase in 
chain orientational order with decreasing temperature. In Figure 4. 7b, the doublet is 
much sharper at 48 oc than at lower temperatures and intensity is concentrated at 
±27 kHz rather than being spread into a Pake doublet. This doublet is also sharper 
than that attributed to the interdigitated phase in DPPC-d62 and DPPG-d62 [17]. 
This suggests that the acyl chains, while very highly ordered, are still able to undergo 
axially symmetric reorientation in the interdigitated phase at higher temperatures. 
The concentration of intensity at ± 27 kHz may indicate that the interdigitated bi-
layers are also par tially oriented in the magnetic field. 
It should be noted that the DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) mixtures in this work 
have not been seen to return to a non-interdigita ted lipid structure at lower tem-
peratures after undergoing the transit ion into the interdigitated gel phase. Previous 
studies showed that DPPG bilayers and DPPC bilayers pass from an interdigitated 
gel phase at high temperature, through a non-interdigitated gel phase a t intermedi-
ate temperature and to a chain-immobilized ordered phase at low temperature [17]. 
In contrast , DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) mixtures show characteristics of an 
interdigitated gel phase over a wide range of temperatures after entering this phase. 
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Examples are shown in the Appendix A (Figures A.5, A.ll , A.17, A.18, A.22 , A.24 and 
A.26). It has been observed that spectral features characteristic of the interdigitated 
gel phase disappear at high temperatures and that the DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3: 1:1) mixture can display spectra characteristic of a multilamellar vesicle phase at 
high temperature after having been in t he interdigitated gel phase. However , these 
samples consistently return to the interdigitated gel phase on cooling either at ambient 
pressure or at high pressure as detailed below. There have also been some indications 
that entry into the interdigitat ed gel phase at high pressure may also alter the ob-
served phase behaviour at ambient pressure but further experiments are required to 
fully characterize this behaviour (see Figures A.6b, A.ll and A.12 in the Appendix A). 
The observed interdigitated gel phase for anionic bicellar mixtures exhibits metasta-
bility. After cooling the mixture down to 8 oc, which is much lower t han the gel-liquid 
crystal transition temperature for DMPC-d54 and DMPG , and allowing two hours for 
equilibration, the spectra obtained are still characteristic of interdigitated gel phase 
at high pressure as shown in appendix A (Figures A.6b, A.12a, A.17a and A.17b, 
A.18, A.24b). Mixtures of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) which had entered the 
interdigitated gel phase were also placed in a freezer at - 18 °C for several days. The 
mixture was then returned to the NMR probe and data were acquired for a range 
of temperatures at ambient pressure and high pressure. The resultant spectra still 
showed evidence of chain interdigitation. These spectra are shown in Figure A.6b 
of the Appendix A. This mixt ure was also sonicated and subjected to freeze/ thaw 
cycles after interdigita tion. This treatment was not found to break the altered disper-
sion into small bicellar disks. The corresponding set of spectra after sonication and 
freeze-thaw can be found in Appendix A in Figures A.6b and A.18. 
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4.2.4 Non-sonicated DMPC-d54/DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) mix-
tures 
As described in Chapter 3, most of the lipid mixtures in this study were sonicated 
for 15 minutes and subjected to five freeze-thaw cycles before they were t ransferred 
to polyethylene NMR sample containers. The sonication and freeze-thaw cycles are 
intended to shear larger structures into smaller fragments. Sonication at tempera-
tures lower than the main gel to liquid crystalline transition temperature of DMPC 
followed by 5 cycles of freeze-thaw, performed as the last step in the sample prepara-
tion protocol, was used in this work to produce small bicelles with long-chain lipids 
on the planar regions and short-chain lipids on the edges. 
The observation of an interdigitated gel phase only on cooling of the anionic bicel-
lar mixture at 82.7 MPa and the persistence of that phase once encountered led to 
questions regarding t he possible effect of initial particle size on whether or not the 
sample was likely to display interdigitation at high pressure. In order to determine the 
influence of initial bicelle size on the phase behaviour of the anionic bicellar mixtures, 
a DMPC- d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) mixture was prepared following the same prepa-
ration protocol as for other samples but with the sonication and freeze-thaw steps 
omitted. Spectra obtained in the first cycle of warming and cooling of this sample at 
ambient pressure are shown in Figure 4.9a. 
The spectra obtained indicate that the non-sonicated mixture displays the same se-
quence of isotropic-nematic-lamellar phases as that displayed by mixtures prepared 
in the normal way using sonication and freeze-thaw cycling. 
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Figure 4.9: Deuterium NMR spectra of non-sonicated DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) for selected temperatures while increasing temperature at (a) ambient pressure 
and (b) 82.7 MPa. The sample used for these experiments was designated as AR13 
at ambient pressure and ARA13 at high pressure. 
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The spectrum at 8 oc in Figure 4.9a displays a narrow peak which is characteristic of 
disks undergoing isotropic reorientation. At 32 °C, the bilayered particles are partially 
aligned with respect to the magnetic field . At 34 oc, the spectrum is a superposit ion 
of partially oriented and lamellar vesicle phases spectral components indicat ing the 
nematic-to-lamellar transit ion. At 38 °C, the spectrum is characteristic of lamellar 
vesicles. Spectra for this sample obtained during cooling at ambient pressure are 
shown as t he two upper spectra in Figure 4.9a. The spectrum for this mixture is 
characteristic of isotropic reorientation when the sample is re-cooled to 8 °C. It should 
be noted that the small negative intensity in the baseline of t he spectrum at 34. ac 
is due to a spectrometer tuning problem during the acquisition of this spectrum. It 
does not alter the conclusion that this sample displays the typical bicellar mixture 
sequence of phases on warming. 
The spectra obtained when this sample is first warmed at 82.7 MPa are shown in 
Figure 4.9b. The isotropic-nematic transition temperature is raised as expected . The 
nematic-lamellar transit ion at 82.7 MPa occurs about 10 oc higher than the corre-
sponding transition at ambient pressure. Although the temperature resolution of this 
experiment is low, t he sensitivity of the oriented to lamellar vesicle transit ion to pres-
sure appears to be roughly consistent with that seen for the sonicated anionic bicellar 
mixtures. 
Figure 4. 10 displays a set of spectra obtained during a cycle of cooling, warming, 
and then cooling from the non-sonicated DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) mixture 
at 82.7 MPa. The spectra are characteristic of lamellar vesicles at high tempera-
tures. Starting from the bottom of the stack of spectra, the first four spectra were 
obtained on the first cycle of cooling at 82.7 MPa (second cycle of cooling overall) . 
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As shown in Figure 4.10, these spectra are characteristic of the lamellar vesicle phase 
at temperatures between 52 oc and 40 oc. At 34 oc, the spectrum is characteristic of 
isotropically reorienting disks. 
After the initial cooling to 34 oc, the mixture was warmed to 60 oc in steps of a few 
degrees with adequate time to equilibrate at each temperature. Spectra were obtained 
at 54 °C and 60 oc during this warming process. These spectra were again typical of 
the lamellar vesicle phase. 
Finally, spectra were obtained at 50 °C, 40 °C, and 30 oc as the temperature was de-
creased for the second time. As shown in Figure 4.10, no evidence of a broad spectral 
component, characteristic of the interdigitated gel phase, was observed. At 30 °C, 
the spectrum was again characteristic of isotropically reorienting disks. This suggests 
that the initia l size of the lipid particles does not change the observed morphologies of 
the anionic Licellar mixtures significantlv. It also suggests that the appearance of the 
interdigitated gel phase on cooling from high temperature at 82.7 MPa is not simply 
a result of the sample having "forgotten" the effects of sonication and freeze-thaw 
cycling as a result of cooling from high temperature at high pressure. 
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Figure 4. 10: Deuterium NMR spectra of non-sonicated DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) for selected temperatures at 82.7 MPa. This sample is designated as ARA13. 
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4.3 Anionic bicellar mixture with chain perdeuter-
ated DMPG 
Previous studies have characterized the morphologies and phase behaviour of bicellar 
mixtures containing DMPC and DHPC. These studies have suggested that long chain 
lipid, such as DiviPC, molecules occupy planar areas in either disks or sheets whereas 
short chain lipid molecules (i.e. DHPC) preferentially locate at edges preferab-
ley [45, 46] . This picture has been suggested for the mixtures containing one long chain 
species (DMPC) and one short chain lipid (DHPC) . In order to examine if DMPG 
molecules locate in the same environment as DMPC molecules in anionic bicellar 
mixtures at both ambient and high pressure, a mixture of DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC 
(3: 1:1) was prepared. The deuterated lipid component constitutes 25% of lipid con-
tent whereas 60% of the lipid component is deuterated in DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) . The lower abundance of deuterated lipid component in DMPC/ DMPG-
d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) mixture significantly reduces the signal to noise ratio. To obtain 
high resolution spectra, 20000 to 40000 transients were averaged at each temperature. 
4.3.1 DMPC/DMPG-d54 /DHPC(3:1:1) at ambient pressure 
The spectra obtained at selected temperatures for DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) 
are shown in Figure 4.11a . For comparison, selected spectra for DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ 
DHPC (3:1:1) from the same series of spectra as used to construct Figure 4.4a are 
shown in Figure 4.11b. The complete sets of spectra for DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC 
(3: 1:1) and DMPC-d54 / DMPG / DHPC (3:1: 1) can be found in appendix A as Figures 
A.25, A.26, and A.19-23 respectively. Comparison of Figures 4.11a and 4.11 b shows 
that DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3: 1:1 ) passes through specific transit ions at higher 
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Figure 4.11: selected deuterium NMR spectra for (a) DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC 
(3:1:1) and (b) Dl\IIPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) at ambient while increasing the 
temperature. The DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) sample used here (panel a) is 
designated as AR12. The DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) spectra used here are se-
lected from the same series of spectra as those used in Figure 4.4a. The corresponding 
DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) sample is designated as ARll . 
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temperatures than DMPC-d54/ D 1PG/ DHPC (3:1:1). This is expected due to the 
lowering effect of deuteration on bilayer phase transition temperatures [60] and the 
lower level of sample deutera tion in the DlVIPC/DlVIPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) mixture in 
comparison to the mixture with per-deuterated DMPC. 
Both samples start from a sta te with isotropically orienting disks at low tempera-
tures. At 18 °C, the spectrum for the mixture containing DMPG-d54 is characteristic 
of isotropic reorientation whereas the sample containing DMP C-d54 is par tially or-
dered but undergoing reorientation tha t is not axially symmetric with respect to the 
bilayer normal. 
The nematic-lamellar phase transition occurs "' 4 oc higher in the sample containing 
DMPG-d54 compared to the sample containing DMPC-d54 . As shown in Figure 4.11 , 
the nematic-lamellar phase t ransition is sharp for both mixtures. The lam ellar spec-
tra for these two samples are slightly different. The high temperature spectra for the 
sample containing DMPG-d54 show a higher intensity at the centre than those for the 
sample containing DMPC-d54 . 
4.3.2 DMPC/DMPG-d54 /DHPC (3:1:1) at 82.7 MPa 
The spectra obtained from DMPC/ DMPG-d54/ DHPC (3:1:1) at 82.7 MPa for selected 
temperature while warming and cooling are shown in Figure 4.12a and b respectively. 
DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) shows the same spectral characteristic as DMP C-
d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1). This implies that the DMPG-d54 molecules part icipate 
in phase behavior and morphologies of anionic bicellar mixtures in the same way as 
DMPC-d54 and that both long chain lipids are in the same environment in the bicellar 
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dispersions. The high pressure transition from isotropically reorienting disks to the 
lamellar phase is a sharp transit ion and occurs at high temperature. 
During the cooling process, the sample containing DMPG-d54 molecules starts in the 
lamellar vesicle phase at high temperature and undergoes a t ransition into the inter-
digitated gel phase cooling through 50 oc. The observations made for DMP C/ DMPG-
ds4/ DHPC (3:1:1) mixture are consistent with the ones made for DMPC-d54 / DNIPG/ 
DHPC (3:1:1) . It can be concluded that DMPG and DMPC molecules participate 
equally iu phase behavior aud morphologies. It is siguificaut t hat both loug chaiu 
lipids are in the same environment in the interdigitated gel phase. This demonstrates 
that interdigitation is not the result of the two long chain components becoming sep-
arated as a result of temperature cycling at high pressure. 
The observations made for DMPC/DlVIPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) mixture are consistent 
with the ones made for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHP C (3:1:1). It can be concluded that 
DMPG and DMPC molecules participate equally in phase behavior and morphologies. 
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Figure 4.12: selected deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) 
while warming (left) and cooling (right) a t 82.7 MPa 
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4.4 Summary of observations on the interdigitated 
gel phase in DMPC/DMPG/DHPC 
This section includes a summary of the observations done in this work about the inter-
digitated gel phase. It has been observed that both DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
and DMPC/DMPG-d54/ DHPC (3:1:1) may form an interdigitated gel phase a t 82.7 
MPa on cooling. This indicates that an anionic bicellar mixture in an interdigitated 
gel phase contains both DMPC molecules and DMPG molecules. In other words, the 
interdigitated gel phase is not formed as the result of a separation of DMPC and 
DMPG molecules (Compare Figures A.22 and A.24 to A.26 in Appendix A). 
It has been found that after the interdigitated gel phase is formed at 82.7 MPa on 
cooling, it can be observed under other experimental condit ions. The condit ions under 
which the interdigitated gel phase has been observed in this work include a wide range 
of temperatures at either ambient pressure or 41.4 MPa, and subsequent treatment by 
of freezing, sonication, and cycles of freeze-thaw. See Figures A.5, A.ll , A.17, A.18, 
A.22, A.24, A.26 for additional observations of the interdigitated gel phase. Figure 
A.6a contains a set of spectra obtained after freezing the interdigitated gel mixture, 
and sets of spectra obtained after freezing, sonication and cycles of freeze-thaw are 
shown in Appendix A, Figures A.6b and A.18. It should be noted that the pres-
ence of an interdigitated gel phase has not been observed under these conditions for 
DMPC/ DHPC (4:1). 
Applying hydrostatic pressure to bilayers in multilamellar vesicle samples generally 
increases chain order [56] which causes bilayer thickness to increases slightly [31]. 
However , the volume per lipid must decrease in response to increased pressure [58]. 
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In effect , bilayers respond anisotropically to hydrostatic pressure. Interdigitation must 
also reduce the volume per lipid but involves a different balance between changes in 
the plane of the bilayer and in the direction of the bilayer normal. 
Formation of the interdigitated gel phase appears to be facilitated by presence of a 
charged (anionic) lipid component. Interdigitation requires a slightly higher separa-
t ion among headgroups to accommodate the overlap of chains. This may be promoted 
by interactions between charged headgroups. Previous studies showed that the mix-
tures of DPPG form an interdigitated gel phase at a lower pressure than those of 
DPPC [17] . 
In this work, it has been observed that interdigitation in DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) occurs predominant ly after cycling to high temperature and then starting to 
cool at high pressure. This suggests t hat it may reflect the increased mixing of DHPC 
with the long chain lipids which has been reported to be an important aspect of bicel-
lar mixture behaviour at high temperatures [81, 63] . Interdigitation at low pressures 
is known to be promoted by the presence of small molecules at the bilayer surface 
such as methanol and ethanol [13, 16]. 
It is possible that cycling to high temperature at high pressure modifies the dis-
tribution of DHPC in the lamellae such that a decrease in volume per lipid can be 
accommodated by interdigitation rather than by reversing the structural changes that 
occurred on warming. Further experiments, at different composit ions and under dif-
ferent conditions , may help to clarify the details of interdigitation in these samples. 
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4.5 Quadrupole echo decay time measurement 
The echo decay time can be determined by measuring echo amplitudes while vary-
ing the delay between t he first and second pulse in the quadrupole echo sequence. 
As described in Section 2.3, t he echo decay time at any given temperature provides 
helpful information about the motions of the deuterated molecules that modulate 
the orientation-dependent quadrupole interactions. Measured quadrupole echo decay 
times are plotted against temperature and shown in Figure 4.13. The black triangles 
represent the quadrupole echo decay times at ambient pressure. The quadrupole echo 
decay t ime was not obtained when the mixture was in the isotropic phase. Therefore, 
the echo decay time measurement , shown in Figure 4. 13, was star ted from the tem-
perature at which the sample is partially ordered. All fittings were done using Origin. 
The error bars were also calculated with Origin. 
As shown in Figure 4.13, DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) displays echo decay times 
of approximately 150 p.s to 200 ps at low temperatures, with a sudden increase be-
ginning around 26 °C. rr passes through a minimum while the mixture experiences 
a transition from oriented nematic phase to lamella r phase at 30 °C. There is then a 
sharp increase at approximately 38 oc corresponding to the transition from the ori-
ented nematic phase to the lamellar vesicle phase. 
For the lllixture at high pressure identified as being in the interdigitated gel phase, 
on the basis of the large doublet splittings observed, the echo decay times are very 
short as shown in Figure 4.13. The echo decay times are between 150 f lS and 250 , ,,s 
over the range of temperatures from 50 oc to 64 °C. 
The measured echo decay times for another sample of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
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Figure 4.13: The quadrupole echo decay time for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
at ambient (black t riangles) and at 82.7 MPa while warming (blue circles). It should 
be noted that the echo decay times at 82.7 MPa were collected while the sample was 
in the interdigitated gel phase. The corresponding set of spectra can be found in 
appendix A as Figure A.5a and Figure A.5b. 
(3:1:1) are shown in Figure 4. 14. The black triangles indicate the echo decay time 
at ambient pressure whereas the red squares represent the echo decay t imes at 41.4 
MPa. The corresponding spectra can be found in appendix A as A.16 and A.18. 
At ambient pressure, this sample of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) also displays 
short echo decay times at low temperatures . with a sudden increase beginning a round 
29 ac, the temperature at which the corresponding spectra (Figure 4.4a) show char-
acteristic of the oriented nemat ic phase. r.r passes through a minimum at 32 ac, the 
temperature at which the sample spectrum is a superposit ion of oriented nematic and 
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lamellar phase components. This is the LemperaLure at which the mixture uuJergoes 
a transition from the oriented nematic phase to the lamellar phase. The echo decay 
time increases with increasing the temperature up to 800 J.LS at 42 oc. 
As shown by red squares in Figure 4.14, this sample of DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) at 41.4 MPa displays short echo decay times at temperatures for which the 
spectra are characteristic of partial orientational order. The echo decay time gradu-
ally increases until it reaches a maximum at 39 °C. The corresponding spectrum is 
characteristic of oriented nematic phase at this temperature. This maximum is about 
600 J.LS whereas it is "' 950 J.LS for the oriented nematic phase at ambient pressure. 
The echo decay time decreases until 46 oc. The echo decay t imes at 41.4 MPa are 
generally smaller than t he ones at ambient pressure. 
The echo decay times in the magnetically-oriented temperature range for DMPC-
d54/DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) found in this work are smaller than those previously ob-
served for DMPC-d54/ DHPC (4:1) [77]. Those values are larger than the echo decay 
times observed for DMPC-d54 [77]. This might suggest that the presence of DMPG 
can decrease t he mechanical effect of DHPC which has been reported to increase 
echo decay times in the lamellar vesicle phase [77] . It has also been reported that 
by increasing the rat io of DMPG in the bicellar mixtures, 2H NMR spectra at high 
temperature become similar to those for the multilamellar dispersion of DMPC-d54 
in the liquid crystalline phase [77] . 
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Figure 4.14: The quadrupole echo decay t ime for DMP C-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
at ambient (black triangles) and at 41.4 MPa while warming (red squares). The 
corresponding spectra can be found in 4.4 a and 4.5 b. This sample is designated as 
AR11 at ambient pressure and ARA11 at 41.4 MPa. 
4.6 Phase diagram 
Temperature-composit ion phase diagrams have been previously reported for bicellar 
mixtures [24, 78, 79, 80]. Based on 31 P NMR studies of DMPC / DHPC mixtures in 
80 wt% D20 , it was reported that for DMPC concentrations lower than rv70%, the 
only observed phase is isotropic. If DMPG and DMPC are considered together as the 
long chain component , the mixture at Q=4 and 10% lipid by weight is expected to 
be in the isotropic, oriented , or lamellar vesicles phases. depending on temperature, 
at ambient pressure [79]. This is consistent with the ambient pressure observations 
made here. 
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Temperature-pressure phase diagrams for bicellar mixtures with different molar ra-
t ios, obtained using 2H NMR spectroscopy, have been reported [63]. The nematic 
phase has been observed for bicellar mixtures with Q=3 and Q=4.4 between 23 ac to 
52 ac at different ranges of pressures from ambient to 135 MPa. 
Figure 4.15 shows a temperature-pressure phase diagram derived from inspection of 
the spectra obtained from DMPC-d54 /DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) at ambient, 41.4 MPa 
and 82.7 MPa. This sample was denoted as AR11, at ambient pressure, ARA11 
at 41.4 MPa, and ARB11 at 82.7 MPa. As mentioned earlier , differences in sam-
ple preparation, concentration, aud thermal history cau iufiueuce the temperatures 
a t which the DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1: 1) mixture undergoes transitions. This 
may have contributed to some variation in the temperature ranges within which the 
spectra are characteristic of specific phases. Thus, the perimeter of each phase region 
shown in Figure 4.15 could vary by a few degrees. 
The black squares represent temperatures at which the spectra are characteristic of 
the isotropic phase. Although spectra were obtained at many temperatures within 
the observed temperature range, not all are shown in Figure 4.15 to avoid clutter. 
The temperatures for the upper and bottom limits of each phase are shown. 
The red circles denote the phase in which bicellar disks have fused and formed worm-
like micelles showing either partial orientational order or partia l orientation as shown 
in Figure 4.15. The green triangles represent the temperatures at which complete bi-
layer orientation is observed. The olive star denotes the temperature a t which oriented 
bilayers and lamellar vesicles coexist. It should be noted that this superposition was 
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Figure 4.15: Phase diagrams based on the spectra obtained for Dl\1PC/ DMPG-
d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) at ambient. 41.4 MPa and 82.7 1\IPa. (D) represents the isotropic 
phase. Circles ( Q) indicate the temperatures at which the corresponding spectra 
were typical of either partially ordered phase or partially oriented phase while ( 6) 
represents completely oriented phase. The temperature at which the spectrum was 
characteristic of a superposition of oriented and lamella r vesicle spectra is shown wit h 
a non-solid star. The lamellar vesicle phase is shown with ( x) . 
observed at 41.4 MPa a few times (See Figures A.7b . A.8a and A. lOb in Appendix A). 
However, the spectral f atures of this superposition were not observed at -H .4 MPa 
for the sample on which this phase diagram is based. 
The lamellar vesicle phase is represented with blue ( x) symbols. It should be noted 
that over the second cycle of warming at 82.7 MPa, the narrow peak which indicates 
the p resence of the isotropically reorienting disks was observed up to 46 °C. As can be 
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seen the corresponding spectra of Figure 4.7, the anionic bicellar mixture underwent 
a sharp transition from the isotropic phase to the lamellar vesicle phase in this case. 
Chapter 5 
Summary 
Experiments were performed in order to study the phase behavior and morphologies 
of bicellar mixtures containing a lipid component with a negatively charged headgroup 
and the response of such anionic bicellar mixtures to hydrostatic pressure. Variable-
pressure 2H NMR spectroscopy provided information about the behavior of the long 
chain and the short chain lipid components in t he presence of the acidic lipid compo-
nent at ambient and high pressure in comparison to bicellar mixtures. 
Phase behavior was studied by comparing DMP C-d54/ DHPC (4: 1) to DMPC-d54 / 
DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) either at ambient or high pressure, DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) to DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC at either ambient or high pressure and DMPC-
d54/ DMPG/ DHPC phase behavior at ambient pressure to its phase behaviors at 41.4 
MPa and 82.7 MPa. These observations, in conjunction with previous studies provide 
some insight into the influence of acidic lipid cmnponents iu bicellar mixtures mor-
phologies at ambient and high pressure. 
The DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) mixture was not found to enter an interdigitated gel 
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phase at 82.7 MPa while cooling. This result is in consistent with previous 2H NMR 
studies of bicellar mixtures at high pressure [63]. The reason that the phase behavior 
of DMPC-ds4/DHPC (4: 1) was re-examined at this specific pressure (82.7 NIPa) and 
under specific conditions of thermal cycling was to compare its behaviour with that 
of the anionic mixture, DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) , which did show evidence 
for interdigitation under some conditions. 
2H NMR spectra shown in Fig. 4.3 indicate that DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
mixtures show the same sequence of phase morphologies as DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) 
at ambient pressure. T he anionic bicellar mixtures were found to form bilayered disks 
with isotropic reorientation at temperatures lower than the gel-liquid transition tem-
perature of the long chain lipid component, nematic worm-like or ribbon-like micelles 
at intermediate temperatures, and lamellar vesicles at high temperatures [24, 46] . The 
isotropic-nematic and nematic-lamellar transition temperatures are higher for DMP C-
d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) than for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) by few degrees which may 
be partly due to the lower fraction of deuterated lipid in DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) mixtures[60] . Furthermore, it was observed that t he presence of DMPG fa-
cilitates the magnetic orientation of bicellar assemblies. This can be concluded by 
comparing the spectra obtained at low magnetic field for DMPC-d54/ DHPC (Figure 
4. 1) to those obtained under the same conditions for DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ DHPC (Fig-
ure 4.4). 
T he phase transition temperatures have been observed to rise with increasing pres-
sure for the anionic bicellar mixture. The magnetically completely oriented nematic 
worm-like micelle phase has not been observed at 82.7 MPa. At this pressure, DMPC-
d54/DMPG / DHPC (3: 1:1) samples sometimes displayed a transition directly from the 
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isotropic phase to the lamellar vesicle phase at high temperature (for example, Figure 
4.8a which shows the second warming of the ARBll sample at 82.7 MPa) and some-
times displayed a transition from the isotropic phase to an unoriented , anisotropic 
phase a t intermediate temperature and then a second transition to the lamellar vesi-
cle phase at higher temperature (for example, Figure 4.6a which shows the initial 
warming of the ARBll sample a t 82.7 MPa). This suggests that phases of the an-
ionic bicellar mixture may display metastability under some conditions, particularly 
at high pressure. 
Using just the results from ambient pressure and 41.4 MPa (Figures 4.1-4.5), the tem-
pera ture at which orientation of the DMPC-d54 / D 1PG/ DHPC (3:1:1) nematic phase 
appeared on warming was found to increase with pressure at a rate of,....., 0.21 °C/ MPa . 
The temperature at which the vesicle phase of this mixture appeared increased with 
pressure at a rate of ,....., 0.19 oC/MPa. These are similar to the pressure sensitivities 
of the transit ions observed for DMPC- d54 / DHPC (4:1). 
As shown in Fig. 4.8, spectra for DMPC- d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) were collected at 
82.7 MPa, while warming and cooling, which indicate the occurrence of a transition 
into an interdigitated gel phase on cooling at 82.7 MPa. The interdigitated gel phase 
can be characterized by a doublet with a large splitting. Within this doublet , it is 
not possible Lo resolve distinct splittings for deuterons on specific chain segments. 
This suggests that the chains in the interdigitated phase are very straight with little 
dependence of orienta tional order parameters on posit ion along the chain. This in-
terdigitated gel phase has been observed under different experimental circumstances 
which could indicate that its occurrence is sensit ive to experimental parameters tha t 
may not yet be consistently controlled. However, cooling at 82. 7 MPa has been found 
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to consistently result in formation of the interdigitated gel phase in the anionic bicellar 
mixtures studied here. It also has been observed t hat once the interdigitated gel phase 
was formed, it can be observed under other conditions such as ambient pressure, 41.4 
MPa, after freezing, and being subjected to t he sonication and cycles of freeze-thaw. 
Mixtures with chain pre-deuterated DMPG molecules were prepared to determine the 
involvement of DMPG molecules in different morphologies aud phases and whether 
the DMPG and DMPC components were in the same environments in these mix-
tures. DMPC/DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) shows spectral characteristics that are qual-
itatively similar to those of DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1). DMPG-d54 molecules 
undergo isotropic-nematic and nematic-lamella r transitions at ambient at higher tem-
peratures than DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1), likely due to the lower fraction of 
chain deuterated component. It is shown in Fig. 4.9 that DMPG-d54 molecules are 
in effectively the same environment as DMPC-d54 within the interdigitated gel phase 
for anionic bicellar mixtures. This confirms that interdigitation, as observed here, is 
not the result of DMPG being separated from DMPC as a result of temperature or 
pressure cycling . 
The observations of DJ..;IPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) without sonication and freeze-
thaw cycling confirm that interdigitation is also not a result of lipid particle sizes 
relaxing to a 'pre-sonication' state as a result of temperature or pressure cycling. 
The DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC particles with , presumably, a larger initial size due 
to the absence of sonication and freeze-thaw cycling isotropic-nematic-lamellar phases 
at ambient pressure. The interdigitated gel phase has not been observed for this non-
sonicated mixture. This may have been due to lack of sonication or the highest 
temperature to which the non-sonicated sample was warmed. 
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Appendix A 
2H NMR spectra The following Appendix includes the com-
plete set of 2H Nl\IIR spectra obtained over the course of this work. 
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Fig. A. 1: Deuterium NMR. spectra for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4:1) obta.ined with (a) 
the 3.5 T superconductive magnet and (b) the 9.4 T magnet at ambient pressure for 
a range of temperatures. Spectra were collected from low to high tempem ture. The 
sample is denoted as AR.Ol. 
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Fig. A. 2: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 /DHPC (4:1) obtained with 3.5 
T superconductive magnet at (a) ambient pressure and (b) 85 MPa for a range of 
temperatures. Spectra were collected from low to high temperature. The sample is 
denoted as AR01 at ambient pressure and ARA1 at 85 MPa. 
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Fig. A. 3: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DHPC (4: 1) obtained, in the 
order shown, with 3.5 T superconductive magnet for the second cycle of warming and 
cooling at (a) ambient pressure (b) 85 MPa for a range of temperatures. The sample 
is denoted as ARMl at ambient pressure and ARMEl and 85 MPa. 
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DMPC-d5i DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) DMPC-d5i DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) 
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Fig. A. 4: Deuterium NMR spectra for D1viPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet a t (a) ambient pressure and (b) 85 MPa for a 
range of temperatures. Panel (b) Pressure was cycled to 85 MPa five t imes before 
the pressure was raised from ambient pressure to 85 MPa at "' 25 oc. The sample is 
denoted as AR02 at ambient pressure and ARA2 at 85 MPa. 
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Figure A.5 shows the deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
obtained with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at (a) ambient pressure and (b) 85 MPa 
for a range of temperatures. Panel (b) Pressure was cycled t o 100 Mpa five times 
before the pressure was set to 85 MPa. The pressurization was done at high temper-
ature ("' 30 ac). Then the mixture was cooled to 10 oc at 85 MPa without obtaining 
spectra. A set of spectra then were ob tained while warming at high pressure. The 
pressurization at high temperature and cooling the mixture a t that pressure might 
have been responsible for the observation of an interdigitated gel phase (b). The 
sample was denoted AR03 at ambient and ARA3 at 85 rviPa. 
Figure A.6 shows the spectra collected , in the order shown, for sample AR03 after 
acquisit ion of t he ambient pressure and 85 MPa spectra in Figure A.5. After the 
mixture were displayed spectral characteristics of the interdigitated gel phase at 85 
Mpa (A.5b), the mixture was frozen for 3 hours followed by being cycled to 85 MPa 
at 21 °C. The pressure then was raised to 42.5 MPa. T he spectra obtained during the 
process of warming at 42.5 MPa is shown in panel (a). As the t emperature increases, 
the spectra seem to be characteristic of interdigita ted gel phase at low temperatures 
(21 ac ::::; T 2: 38 oc), non-interdigita ted gel phase with a fraction of interdigitated gel 
phase component a t intermediate temperatures ( 42 ac ::::; T ::::; 46 oq, and a complete 
non-interdigitated gel phase at high temperatures(;:: 48 °C) . The mixture was then 
cooled to the room temperature, depressurized and froze for 3 days. T his was followed 
by sonication and 5 cycles of freeze-thaw. The spectra then obtained at ambient pres-
sure, shown in (b), a t 8 °C, 12 °C and 21 °C. The mixture then was pressurized up to 
42.5 lVIPa at 21 oc after the pressure was cycled five t imes to 135 MPa. The spectra 
obtained at 42.5 MPa while wa rming is shown in Panel (b). The spectra are charac-
teristic of the interdigitated gel phase over a range of temperatures. It can be seen 
that the doublet becomes sharper a t higher temperatures. This suggests that the acyl 
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chains are still able to undergo axially symmetric reorientation in the interdigitated 
phase at higher temperatures. It is noteworthy to compare the temperatures at which 
the spectra are characteristic of gel phase for at 42.5 MPa and 85 MPa by comparing 
A.6 and A.5. This sample was labeled as ARB3 in the experiment corresponding to 
the panel (a) and ARC3 in the one corresponding to the panel (b). 
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Fig. A. 5: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMP G/ DHPC (3: 1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at (a) ambient pressure and (b) 85 MPa for a 
range of temperatures. This sample was denoted as AR03 a t ambient pressure and 
ARA3 at 85 MPa. 
DMPC-d54/DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) 
41.4 MPa 
DMPC-d5i DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) 
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
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Fig. A. 6: Deu terium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 42.5 MPa (a) after frozen for three hours and 
(b) after frozen for three days, sonicated followed by 5 cycles of freeze-thaw, for a range 
of temperatures. This sample was labeled as ARB3 in the experiment corresponding 
to the panel (a) and ARC3 in the one corresponding to the panel (b). 
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Figure A.7 shows Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) ob-
tained with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at (a) ambient pressure and (b) 42.5 MPa 
for a range of temperatures. After the first cycle of warming. the sample cooled to 
8 oc. The mixture was pressurized to 42.5 MPa, while showed spectral characteristics 
of the isotropic phase, at this temperature. The sample was denoted AR06 for the 
experiment performed at ambient and ARB6 for the one at 42.5 MPa. 
Figure A.8 shows deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) ob-
tained with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at (a) 85 MPa and (b) ambient pressure 
using the same sample as the one used to obtain spectra shown in Figure A. 7. After 
the first cycle of warming at ambient pressure and 42.5 MPa, as shown in Figure A.7, 
pressure dropped at 19 oc from 42.5 MPa to ambient pressure. The sample, then was 
pressurized up to 85 MPa while cooled further to 14 oc at ambient pressure. The 
spectra obtained while warming at 85 MPa is shown in Figure A.8a. The sample then 
cooled to 22 oc at 85 MPa without data acquisition. The pressure dropped to ambient 
pressure at this temperature. The spectra obtained while warming at ambient pres-
sure is shown in Figure A.8 b The sample was denoted as ARB6 for the experiment 
performed at 85 MPa and ARC6 for the one performed at ambient pressure for the 
second time. 
DMPC-d5/ DMPG/DHPC(3: 1: 1) 
Ambient pressure 
DMPC -d54/DMPG/DHPC(3: 1:1) 
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
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Fig. A. 7: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1: 1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet a t (a) ambient pressure and (b) 42.5 MPa for a 
range of temperatures. T he sample was denoted AR06 for panel (a) and ARA6 for 
panel (b). 
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Fig. A. 8: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at (a) 85 MPa and (b) ambient pressure. The 
sample was denoted ARB6 for panel (a) and ARC6 for panel (b). 
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Figure A.9 shows deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54/ DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) ob-
tained with 9.4 T superconductive magnet at ambient performed by using the leftover 
of the AR06. The sample is denoted as AR07. It should be noted that the mixture 
did not equilibrate sufficiently during the course of this experiment. It might have 
been caused the lack of observation of oriented nematic phase over the course of this 
specific experiment. 
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Frequency (kHz) 
Fig. A. 9: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1: 1) obtained 
with 9.4 T superconductive magnet at ambient pressure. This sample was labeled as 
AR07. 
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Figure A.10a shows deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
a t ambient pressure. The mixture then cooled to Sac and presurized up to 42.5 MPa 
at this temperature. The spectra obtained at 42.5 MPa while warming is shown in 
A.10b. 
This mixture cooled to Sac and pressurized to S5 MPa . The spectra obtained for 
the cycle of warming at S5 MPa is shown in Figure A.lla. The pressure was acci-
dentaly clopped at 4S oc etnd pressurized etgain up to S5 MPa. The spectra obtained 
while cooling is shown in A.10b. The mixture cooled at S5 MPa to 34 ac while the 
spectra obtained are characteristic of the interdigitated gel phase from 45 oc to 34 ac . 
The pressure then dropped to ambient pressure at 32 a c . The spectra obtetined while 
cooling at ambient pressure, in the order shown in A.ll b, are characteristic of et non-
interdigitated gel phase at 32 °C. However, the spectra become more characteristic 
of an interdigitated gel phase on decreasing temperature. This may suggest that 
the temperature at which DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) mixtures with spectral 
characteristics of an interdigitated gel phase undergo into a phase with mostly non-
interdigita ted gel phase features varies by applying hydrostatic pressure. This sample 
was denoted as ARBS for the experiment performed at S5 MPa while warming and 
ARCS for the one performed while cooling. 
DMPC-d5/DMPG/DHPC (3:1:1) 
Ambient pressure 
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
Frequency (kHZ) 
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Fig. A. 10: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet a t (a) ambient pressure and (b) 42.5 MPa. The 
pressure was raised at 8 oc. This sample was denoted as AR08 at ambient pressure 
and ARA8 at 42.5 MPa. 
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Fig. A. 11: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG / DHPC (3:1: 1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at S5 MPa (a) while warming and (b) while 
cooling, in the order shown, at S5 MPa and a t ambient pressure. This sample was 
denoted as ARBS for the experiment performed at S5 MPa while warming and ARCS 
for the one performed while cooling. 
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Figure A.12 shows the deuterium NMR spectra for the same sample as the one of 
which spectra obtained is shown in Figure A.ll. After the sample underwent a t ran-
sition into an interdigitated gel phase, as shown in Figure A.ll , the mixture cooled 
to 8 oc and equilibrated for two hours at this temperature. The spectra obtained 
over the cycle of warming at ambient is shown in Figure A.12a. As can be seen, the 
spectra a re characteristic of a non-interdigitated gel phase at temperature higher than 
34 °C. The spectra obtained at ambient while cooling is shown in Figure A.12b. It 
was observed that the spectra become characteristic of the interdigitated gel phase 
again after passing 32 °C. For further inquiries, it is worth mentioning that the sample 
was denoted ARD8 during both warming and cooling process but saved with different 
extensions to distinguish the warming and cooling processes. 
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Ambient pressure 
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Fig. A. 12: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) obtained , 
at ambient pressure while (a) warming and (b) cooling after the mixture formed an 
interdigitated gel phase during cooling process at high temperature as shown in Figure 
All. T his sample was denoted as ARD8. 
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Figure A.13a shows the deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) 
obtained with the 3.5 T superconductive magnet at ambient pressure for the first cy-
cle of warming. A.13b shows spectra for the second cycle of warming at ambient 
obtained within a short time after the first cycle. It should be noted that the spectra 
were obtained by averaging 2000 to 4000 transients at each temperature which is not 
adequate to obtain high resolution spectra using our setup. Furthermore, the mixture 
did not equilibrate adequately at each temperature. It might be helpful for further 
inquiries to note that the data acquired for this sample were saved under tha same 
name (Ail09) but with different extensions. 
This mixture then cooled to 8 oc and pressurized to 42.5 MPa. Figure A.14a shows 
the spectra obtained during the cycle of warming. This mixture cooled to 8 ac at 42.5 
MPa with no spectrum obtained. The pressure was subsequently raised directly from 
42.5 MPa to 85 MPa at this temperature. Figure A.14b shows the spectra obtained 
over increasing the temperature. The sample was labeled ARA9 for the experiment 
at 42.5 MPa and ARB9 for the one performed at 85 MPa. 
To make the comparison easier , the same set of spectra as the one shown in A.14b 
is shown in Figure A.15a. The spectra obtained over the cycle of cooling at high 
pressure is shown in Figure A.15b. It worth mentioning that the data acquired while 
cooling are also saved as AR139 Lut with a different extension. 
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Fig. A. 13: Deuterium NMR spectra for D 1PC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with the 3.5 T superconductive magnet at ambient pressure for (a) the first cycle of 
warming and (b) the second cycle. This sample was denoted as AR09. 
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Fig. A. 14: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet while (a) warming and cooling at 42.5 MPa and 
(b) warming at 85 M pa. This sample was labeled as (a) ARA9 and (b) ARB9. 
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Fig. A. 15: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 85 Mpa while (a) warming and (b) cooling. 
The sample was denoted as ARB9. 
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Figure A.l6a shows deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
obtained with 3.5 T superconductive magnet of the first cycle of warming at ambient . 
It should be noted that this sample was in freezer for 30 minutes prior to data ac-
quisition started. The mixture then cooled back to 8 °C. The first spectrum, shown 
in Figure A.16b, obtained when sample equilibrated one hour at 8 °C. As can be 
seen , the spectrum obtained is not characteristic of the complete isotropic phase. The 
second spectrum in Figure A.l6b obtained subsequent to t hree hours of equilibration 
a t 8 °C. As can be seen in Figure A.16b, the spectrum is not completely charac-
teristic of the isotropic phase. The pressure raised to 42.5 MPa at this temperature 
eventhough the spectra obtained did not display characteristics of the isotropic phase. 
The spectra obtained while warming at 42.5 MPa are shown in Figure A.16b above 
the ones obtained at ambient pressure. This sample was denoted as AROlO for the ex-
periment performed at ambient pressure and ARlO for the one performed at 42.5 MPa.. 
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Fig. A. 16: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC- d5~ /DMPG/DHPC (3:1: 1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet while (a) warming at ambient pressure and (b) 
warning at 42.5 MPa otherwise "ambient" is mentioned. This sample was denoted as 
ARlO at ambient pressure and ARAlO at 42.5 MPa. 
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Figure A.17b shows the spectra obtained after the mixture was warmed and cooled 
at ambient pressure once, as shown in Figure A.16a, and warmed at 42.5 MPa, as 
shown in Figure A.16b and duplicated in A.17b. The spectra obtained over the cycle 
of cooling at 42.5 Mpa are shown in Figure A.17b with the label of '42.5 Mpa' . The 
broad spectral component observed over this range of temperatures ·uggests the pres-
ence of an interdigitated gel phase in the DMPC-d54 / DNIPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) mixture. 
The spectrum obtained at 8 °C, which is not characteristic of the isotropic phase, was 
collected after the mixture equilibrated for one hour at ambient pressure. The spec-
trum obtained at 4 oc does not indicate the isotropic phase even though the mixture 
equilibrated at this temperature for "'2 hours. 
The mixture then warmed to 40 oc in steps of few degrees without data acquisi-
tion. The spectrum at 40 oc is characteristic of a non-interdigitated gel phase as 
expected . Th spectra obtained during the process of cooling is shown in Figure 
A.17b (6 oc ~ T ~ 40 °C). The sample then equilibrated at the room temperature 
for 2 days prior to equilibrate at 46 oc for one day. The con ·equent pectra obtained 
for cooling is shown in Figure A.17b. It should be noted that the spectra displayed 
in Figure A.17b are collected in the order shown. It worth mentioning for fur ther 
inquiries that the data acquired, as of A.17a and A17b, were saved under the name 
of ARA10 but with different extensions. 
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Fig. A. 17: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet while (a) warming at 42.5 MPa and (b) In the 
order shown at the pressure mentioned on the left side of the spectra. This sample 
was denoted as ARA10. 
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The same mixt ure as the one , the spectra of which is shown in Figure A.17, was 
subjected to a series of experiment in order to determine the influence of chain 
freeze, sonication , and cycles of freeze-thaw on the phase behaviours of DMPC-
d54/ DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) after the interdigitation. The details corresponding to 
these experiment will be described below. 
The mixture was frozen three days. The spectra obtained then over a range of temper-
atures at ambient pressure as shown in Figure A.18. The spectra follow the sequence 
of an interdigitated gel phase at lower temperatures (T:::; 26 °C), a coexistance of an 
interdigitated gel phase and a non-interdigitated gel phase at intermediat tempera-
t ures (28 oc :::; T :::; 32 oc) and a non-interdigitated gel phase in high temperatures 
(T 2: 34 °C) . 
The mixture was then cooled at ambient, sonicated at 19 oc for 15 minutes, and sub-
jected to 5 cycles of freeze-thaw. The spectra obtained at 8 oc and 18 oc at ambient 
pressure, in the order shown in Figure A.18, are characteristic of an interdigitated 
gel phase. It should be noted that this sample was labeled as ARB10 during this 
experiment. It worth mentioning that the data acquired were saved with different 
extensions. 
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Fig. A. 18: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet,in the order shown, frozen for three days and then 
warmed up to 38 oc at ambient, then subjected to sonication and cycles of freeze-t haw 
prior to obtain the last two spectra. The detailed description of the process can be 
found in the P.126. This sample was labeled as ARB10. 
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Fig. A. 19: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DlVIPG / DHPC (3: 1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at ambient pressure while (a) warming and (b) 
cooling. This sample is a part of the big batch that made to eliminate the minor 
differences in the sample preparation process. This sample was labeled as AR11. 
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The detailed description of the Figure A.19 can be found in 4.2.1. Figure A.20 a 
shows spectra collected , in the order shown, for sample AR11 after acquisition of the 
ambient pressure spectra in Figure 4.4. (a) Pressure was cycled to "' 100 rviPa five 
times before acquisition at 8 °C. Spectra. were then obtained at 26 °C and 38 oc while 
warming at ambient pressure. Pressure was then cycled to "'100 :VIP a five times at 
38 °C. Spectra. were then collected on cooling from 38 oc to 18 oc at ambient pres-
sure. (b) The sample was warmed to 36 oc and pressure was raised to 42.5 MPa.. 
Spectra. were obtained on cooling from 36 oc to 22 oc The sample was then held at 
42.5 MPa, warmed to 38 oc, and pressurized to 85 MPa. Spectra vvere then obtained 
on cooling from 38 oc to 28 oc. The broad component ("' ±27kHz) in the 32 oc and 
28 oc spectra at 85 MPa may indicate formation of interdigitated gel on cooling at 
high pressure. This sample was denoted as AR11 . 
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Fig. A. 20: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC- d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at ambient pressure while subjected to different 
experimental conditions as decribed in P.129. This sample was denoted as ARll. 
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Fig. A. 21: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3: 1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 42.5 l\IIPa while (a) warming and (b) cooling. 
This sample was denoted as ARAll . 
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Fig. A. 22: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 85 MPa while (a) warming and (b) cooling. 
These sets of spectra were collected aft er the first cycle of warming aud cooling were 
performed at 42.5 MPa As shown in A.21. As can be seen, The mixture undergoes 
into an interdigitated gel phase while cooling at 85 MPa. This sample was denoted 
as ARA11. 
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Fig. A. 23: Deuterium NMR spect ra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 85 MPa while (a) warming and (b) cooling. 
This sample is a part of the big batch that made to elimiuate t he miuor differeuces 
in the sample preparation process. This sample was denoted as ARB11. 
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Fig. A. 24: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 85 MPa for the second cycle of (a) warming 
and (b) cooling. As can be seen, an interdigita ted gel phase was observed while the 
second cycle of cooling at 85 MPa. T his sample was denoted as ARB11. 
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Figure A.25a shows spectra obtained for DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) at ambi-
ent pressure. Figure A.25b is the spectra showed in Figure A.19a but at selected tem-
pera tures. as can be seen, the DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) mixture shows the 
same sequence of phase morphologies as the And DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) 
mixtures. However, these transitions occur at different temperatures which is expected 
due to the lowering effect of deuteration on bilayer phase t ransition temperatures [60] 
and the lower level of sample deuteration in the DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
mixture in comparison to the mixture with perdeuterated DMPC. It should be noted 
that the DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) sample was denoted as AR12 while the 
DI\IIPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) sample was denoted as ARll . 
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Fig. A. 25: Deuterium NMR spectra obtained with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 
ambient for (a) DMPC/ DMPG-d54 / DHPC (3:1:1) and (b) DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1), duplicated from A.19. It should be noted that the DMPC/ DMPG- d54 / DHPC 
(3:1:1) sample was denoted as AR12 while the DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC (3:1:1) 
sample was denoted as ARll. 
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Fig. A. 26: Deuterium NMR spectra for DMPC/ DMPG-d54/ DHPC (3:1:1) obtained 
with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 85 MPa for the second cycle of (a) warming and 
(b) cooling. As can be seen, The spectra display characteristics of an interdigita ted 
gel phase while cooling at 85 MPa (b) . This sample was denoted as ARA12. 
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Fig. A. 27: Deuterium NMR spectra for non-sonicated DMP C-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3: 1:1) obtained with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at (a) ambient pressure while 
warming and cooling and (b) 85 MPa while warming. This sample was denoted as 
AR13 at ambient pressure and ARA13 at 85 MPa. 
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Fig. A. 28: Deuterium NMR spectra for non-sonicated DMPC-d54 / DMPG/ DHPC 
(3:1:1) obtained with 3.5 T superconductive magnet at 85 MPa. This sample cooled 
from 52 °C to 34 oc at 85 MPa. The tempera ture was then raised to 60 oc while 
the pressure was kept constant. On decreasing the temperature, three spectra were 
obtained as shown. This sample was denoted as ARA13. 





